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* EEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
I A YEAR.
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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, NIA 13 1896.
GGOOD - THINGS! Al A LANCE
Men's $500 Shoes
Men's 300 "
Men's 200 'S
$375.
• 200,
• 150.
Ladies'
$350 Shoes, 1-18m1-td, 8250
2.50 " 6 200
2.00 " 64 150
Misses' $2.00 Shoes - 81.50
Misses' 1.50 " - 1.25
Child's grain shoes, worth
75 cents and 61, for 50 cents.
All new fresh goods, and are good value.
PETREE & C
1 Oure-•••-•Lca crs'
FC:= laSe:
•
Deering Ball-Bearing
Binders and Mowers,
Mogul Wagons,
Sewer Pipe sad Drain Tile,
Grade Buggies azid Carriages,
3iIaje8tic Ranges,
First-class Plumbing and Gas Fitting,
Washburn & Moen's Glidden Wire,
Victors.
Stearns and BICYCLES
E yr acuse
Armour, Homestead. Horseshoe and
National Fertilizers,
Tiptop Corn Planters,
Avery, Heilman and Blount Plows,
Monarch and Reinecke Coal,
Janesville Die•c Cultivators,
Janesville and Keystone Disc Harrows,
Smith & Wesson Revolvers,
Rogers and WostenholM Cutlery,
eret Mortise Doors, Sash and Blinds,
Black Diamond Cement,
Long.Leaf f ellow Pine Flooring
and Ceiling,
Yellow Poplar Siding,
Fine Harness and Talbot Saddles.
Forbes &
I L _c_AEAL:g.,....u.„.4"/. cAars 1 visemarartedw.er .•••••••.
Misses' and Childrens CLOAKS and JACKSTS. To buy
of us means good service and the very latest styles.
Our fall importation of
mask 
Don't fail to see our elegant stock
I Novelty Dress Goods
I and Miming& 
as by far the largest we have ever had, and cannot
be excelled, even in the largest cities. We have
also the most choice patterns in Moquette, Body
and Tapestry and Ingrain
CA€161:1•31Ear49BIE15.
Best line of Ladies' Gents, Misses and Children's
shoo& Every pair warranted. Repaired free when
they fail to give satisfaction, or money refunded.
Buy your fall Hat or Bonnet from us and you
will get the latest style, made of the very best ma-
terial obtainable. Very Resp'y,
RICHARD & CO.
ffiffMtrIMMrtrittirMIMMIMMT
ElBargains.• •
n Walking Hata in job lot., all colors and black
Bargains
1n sailors, job lots, all popular styles.
Lillian Russell 69c, former price
Cornell
Majestic 69c,
Frolic 60c,
Garter webbing 3c yd
Bide combs lbc '
Bargains, real Bargains
in Trimmed Hats. Ragsdale (lc Cooper 1.11 k.
Formerly Hotel Latham Block.
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T. J. SARZEDAp,
CATARRH
-is a-
LOCAL DISEASE
and is the math of (olds
and sudden climatic
changei.
It can be cored by a pleas
.-ut remedy which ii. appi.
e 'directly int., t he co.-
?rile. Firma cowboy sib
sorbed It gives ielief at
once
ELY'S CREAM BALM
is ant now longed to he the most tnorough ear.
for Nat,ai ,atsr. h, Cold In Head and Ila Fev-
er of all remedies. It °pains and clear era the
111•41.1 Pusaalles. al a* b pain kW' Infinniniationheals the sores, °enfant. the membrane trove
colds, restores the seines of taste ao•I smell.
Pelee 50e. •1 Druggists or by titan SLY
B tto3Tli le Wt. Ii3 v1k &rata Street, liew 1 ork
BLY 
Lit' KWALL PAPER
AT WHOLESALE PRIt'ES
100 New designs Se Mid Wariit'd) up. MIPS/alit gflts &. I to snit or
_arn 
pies 
 
1 and up. Borders /money
.am • lots rates, refunti'd
Fl t ti;;d fyr-ifw.b;itwiisi., . i.iteiV. 
il Westutr. 141.. Prov., R. I. [literal Dis-
count. to (Aube and Agents.
AR
HAIR BALSAM
g= 1.,..1 brauttles B. hair.a hoursot grtneth
Ziemer Pans 4 ReetnrvaOrry
}Cur to its Tattiest pir.Cares scalp Messes a Ion. ...Mg.
and 1.0, at
HkripEtSer
slaws ..W'I.Zros
IlltEAKFAST--SUPPER
Epps'PS
GRATEFUls-COMFORTLMT.
COCOA
li
NNYRDYAL PILLS
elsteel sad eel, Getselsm.
••I e. •.•••! • onset._ t„sma• set
., tor eluellesiew *
proud ot Red and 1.-44 ftetaIlle
aloe marl ...W. oaten. Take
y.•-stisee. *eh. etemr,;*ova 1114.-If
• ...Ad 4.014 • 1,mari..., or nod 4sa
... stamps (.4 rms. tio•Lar.. •MIINS1•10 Sat
V. Zoil.11 Ism trel.e." se key!, be maws
•••"' I ileleaseser Assma:all JaaalsZre
se Omni latudassa. Flallealeeres
Farmers, use the Ohl Reliable
Homestead iitT
Fertilizer
for your Spring crops. High Grade.
Beat quality. Send for free pamphlet
containing full information. Manufac-
tured by
MICHIGAN CARBON WORKS,
Detroit. Mich.
For sale by Foam.. & BRO.,
1-31 wain Hopkinsville, Ky.
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER
ellrO• in.oltes of the
Head -.cilia:oat.
CATARRH, HEADACHE,
NEURALGIA, LaGRIPPE.
416 s WILL CURE Nit,kre
lino Flog In-
II I-A At ii "' lo 11C effects
-
ENDORSED
high.-.t men,
Wadi.* 11/( Rortps
and America for
COI.D8.8ors Throet
Hay Fo•sr. bron-
chitis, 1..• ORIPPIL
TI.. n. IBf.ro4iog
sitI Jl,aIlhCut .01 to
IIII•DACHII suffer-
ers. ItrIngs Iles" to the illiseplesa Cures Insomnia
WHO Nervou• Prostration I soh't Ic foolrl will, wor11,1.-.1imitations lake only CUSHlt•al'El. Prole, 600.
at all l'ruggrists Or mailed fr. Al , ENT. W A N'I EL
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM
,n1 rums of Melt Rheum, Old Sores. Cuts Wounds,
Eiton•, Frostbites. trel• tither remedire for
F1L19. Prn e. anc at lonvort. ti..E At llehthol
•••••• Addr•-ss. Co•hm n Drug Co., i -
Ind... lit osi•Airuas 07..Chic•go.111-
QUICKER THAN A DOCTOR
BETTER THAN A DOCTOR
CHEAPER THAN A DOCTOR
LIGHTNING
HOT
DROPS
RELIEVES INSTANTLY
CURES PERMANENTLY
Cough', sore theist. broa-
dens, I. grippe, rheomishom. near/110A *IA
all IOW tinnil of similar natio r,
NO RELIEF NO PAY.
VICO At eit a es cent+ A e°1/1.S.
Ialtt kWh' meet ait inset sta loge
ii r• rafil
WUI Ifffilfltlf CO Pp4.Ø.14 n
News Told In Brief
Notes.
LINES PURELY LOCAL.
Stray Runs Picked Uy By
Reporters.
The Omit of Appeals ham Mail very
much erippled acehtly. (hely the Chief
Justice and three Judges out of the
seven have been on duty for aeveral
days. Since Judge Grace's death Judge
Guffy was ealled home to bury a Moth-
er, and came Meek too sirk to do tenet'
work or to attend court reguhirly.Judget
Paynter has been confined to his room
at the Capital Hotel with something
Like grip for several days, and the One
division left has been sitting every day.
The' Leg'ialntare is doing nothing and
seems likely to do Dl thing about the
hills that would facilitate the imrort-
taut business of the man, which,
when all at work, is proving unequal to
the task of catching up with the enor•
mons docket that continues more than
two Years in arrears.
eye
If lighting strikes in Cie game place
twice there will be a hole in the ground
on the farm of Mr. Henry Hopson near
(Iracey. Thursday night the roof of his
barn and a part of his tobacco crop were
destroyed by lightning.
at *
"America for God" was the subjet
of Dr. Talmage's mermon, delivered yos•
terday in Washington. It may be found
in full on another page of this issue of
the NEW ERA. This discourse presents
a sublime theme and is of national im-
portance, and routing from the capital
if the nation must have a stirring effete
for 
htithroughoutit tzr athea  elatioland.
beheld another beast coming up out of
the earth, and he had two hornet like a
hunb, aud he spake us a dragon."
ao•
It is almost a certainty that an order
of Elks will be established in the city
,00n, and a preliminary meeting of the
ereposad members will be held Saturday
sight. The membership of the order of
the Elks; is supposed by'manys but erro-
tasously so, to be confined almost exclu
shady to those possessing dramatic tab
..nt. It is true that actors form a large
per eentage of the membership, but the
followers of other priefeastems an. In eV -
hence in such numbers that the 'nista-
sen idea of the order being devoted to
the interests of but one chess be quickly
Installed, and the object of the order-
harity,jusetiee. brotherly love anti fidel-
ity
-remind one of the fundamental
orinciples which are instilled into the
inieds of all members.
5,5
Prof. .1. C. Duffey, who (seraph's the
.hair of science in the South Kentucky
College. is confined to his Mel by sick-
111••
Edward Satterfield, engineer on the
L. & N. railroad, hies removed him fam-
ily from this city to South Nashville.
eye
Friends of Hon. James F. Clay, one of
Henderson', leading lawyers, are urg-
ing him to become a candidate for the
vacant Appellate Judgship.
Mr. John Payne'a numerona friends
are delighted to know that he is ag. lit
able to be up and ready to resume his
practice before the local bar.
Miss Katie McDaniel. County Super-
mtendent, has received from the State
Treasurer one half of the money due the
sounty teachers for January work, and
is ready to pay it out.
•••
B. F. Gill, of Allensville, has con-
tracted with Fens* & Bro, to build a
aandsome reeidence on the site of the
one recently burned.
•••
Dr. Ben 1st -her. Superintendent of
the Western Lunatic Aisyleam, at Hop-
kinsville, passed through the city yes-
"hi route to Frankfort, says the
(a-Hiner-Joni-nal. When asked what he
thought of re( situation in the Senato-
rial rare, and if he, as a Republiean,
thought that Boyle would be elected,
Mr. Leteher smiled, a sad, sweet smiles
and shrugged one of his shoulders. "I
have nothing to say," was all he said.
•40.
Dr. M. S. Meriwether removed his
anilyMenday to the faun he recent y
purchased near the city on the Palmyra
road. HI' will conn,. in every interning
to his place of business. Mrs. Roach
and children will occupy the 0. S.
Brew!' entrap. on North Main street.
vacated by Dr. Meriwt•ther. •
***
Mr. Jim Radford has furnished the
office on his farm and will resiae there
until he can have a house erected.
Plans for a new residence were submit-
ted to him yesterday and work will is.
-tatted 
•••
Hopkinsville Irishmen contemplate
celebrating St. Patrick's day, which
cornea on the 17th of this month.
tea
A Hopkinsville oculist perfeenned a
Init very painful, operation this
week on the right eye of Mr. Winston
Bennett, of Fairview.
Tobareo warehousemen of Hopkins-
villa' are making a determined effort to
get thi•ir share of shipment.; from Lo-
gan county. Theae will probably lee
twice as much tobacco go tat Hopkins-
yille as ever before, says the linateell-
ville Ledger..
etii•
The physicians say there is less sick -
the city than ever before known
during the month of March:
eye
Mrs. Emerline Pennington died yes-
terday at her home ten nabs northeast
of Crofton. She about ninety years old
and highly respected in the community.
I She was the widow of Elonzo Pei lll i l
ton, who was menteneed to death all,
((awaited in Hopkinsville, lau•k in the
• forties, for killing a man mimed Das is
•••
I The prospect for a large fruit creep,aecordiug to some elf the fanners, was
I never e flatterieg than at the. prise-
II ant tittle.
•••
The eatittiliting trial of UpalittWO'llrieti
and Jlito Otto-goal With atealltig
three 'Aoki!. lima JuihiiiYualt$
dress aattern (rum T. M. Juticort was
held ti is morning in the city court. The
2 negro, a!, %%pm sent to jail to await the
action tit the grund jury. 'written for the 'Nen Ern by Mr... Hi-it
111
11.• 1111.11.101i .1010.•.1 1
Yon think me pallet and ithrtillkell, 1Lot we Literary Society of Bethel . .
Female eellege. Kent out invitations But 1, the'. real Ines have. gnavii und ex
Tin °hie that pima. house of clay ;
TIP 
,141(411,to-day to out entertainment to be Inv eat
Frido eight
V VI.. it 17i. /...., HI:. happy ana chee'tful, Two Sneak Thieves,, whivuip, IPIV has wIletial a IIT .
To si• Who Ilan Understand GOOD CATCH
11. 11 g 111114'111 1•1$1. el111 114'140W,
in Jail.Theougie this te.111ple. tei un.ly erumbMalcom IV/11111111 Mill .111116te W.S. BisLop were 1.oth tew it this a eek ! Thf, 
-... • the kat pat t I know.
in the Int4Iret4 of their enhelicitey for,
the Owe ito time Appellate Iwnelt left A 1.1ti .00 011.1114. till and farever-
ne • that vane.. ith that bretith
vaeant by the desalt of Judge. Grave, 1.,1111 nista. milli a pail the. Deity
The biller is Isere to•day talking to hi., And hte superner to (tenth. ROBBED TWO FIRMS.frj.-ht(1s. Iii the eVe1,1 flint Judge 1111,111p tipt wit .t I shall b I can't tell yen,
Is the elan chosen for the Dentocrittie lini.oof%
.1"ilsill ieliftilliSiseill4'11 ‘be. like Ulm,
pond! Hun. 11111 Itl'ell, sit Tio
is Ilpliken of to sweets( hint an Cireuit ,
Yes, I
•••
Prof. Merriam', a Brownsville, Tem..,
and Mr. NYilliatit Turnley, of Clarks-
ville, are lii tie. city to (setter with the
trustee's of Bethel Female College. It
is prohibit. that the testate ion will Is,
leaved to motif these.
•••
During a itevere witelstorm the large
stable la.longing to Thontits E. Layne, a
Pembroke fanner, wits blown (limn and
four head of fine stock killed. Lose,
$1,000 ; ite mount/Wm
%•
Secretary R. II. Ingrain, of the Dem-
ocratic State Celand Ctmintittee, em-
pathizes the necessity for county organ-
ization in the following commnnicetion :
.•Proaably not more than 50 per cent. of
the counties; in the State have re-organ-
ized their committecs. The State Cen-
tral Committee specially requests all
perm whoa. dirty it is to cull commit-
t008 tossether without delay. New roue
mittector wIll conalst of uowly elected
members where niass-eonventions were
held on Oetober 6 last. as required by
party law, and old members in precincts
where no ehs Wens were held; in other
words, where maes-conventiot114 wen.
not he:d former committeemen will
meow ized ond continue to act. As fast
as reorganizations are effected the Secre
tars. of the State Central Committee
should be adveseel. in order that the
llama; of Chairmen and So,Tetari• s
may be published in the new Dena,
eratic Hand Book, to be Moiled at an
early Thia matter is of the utmost
importance to the patty.
The 1.1 S. Eeporrs
a,ow Royal Rita ag POW*"
4110C:40,- to 11/ others
••••
WARM WIRES.
Dellis of Kentucky
Doings.
- -
pap.n•lal to the NNW ER 4.,1
OW(41/(b0M, P4Mreh BrowU,
head brakeman on the Owensboro and
Falls of Relight railway, accidently fell
last night while' switching it Owensboro.
was run over eina I,iis tody cnt in twain.
The accident occurred Mont 0:15
o'clock and was One Of the most horrible
ever witneased here or elsewhere.
Passiug o•f t I'lanter
itanal.ii. To Tab NEW ERA.)
Worthington. March 7.-Mr. J. M.
Ware, one of the best known ',teeter.
in Davhave eoutity, died here yestorday
afteriewm from piteumottia.
I ha. Tranips Must Work.
(OPECIAL TO NEW ER1.)
Bowling Green, March 7.-Chief of
Police Janies has instructed his force to
amest all tramps remaining in the city as
long as twenty-four hours and p it them
on the (glair' gang.
Beck ti'm troika ata.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, liken, Salt Rheuni.
Fever Sona, Tut ter, Chapped Hands.
Chilblsins, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and imitatively curse Pilot, or Ho
pay nstuired. It is guartintessi to give
penal satisfacien or money refunded.
Prife 25 eellt.4 per box. For Sale by R.
C. Hardwick Hopkinsville Ky.
••• 
•••••••-.- -
Populists Will Meet.
o-pr.cihi. Ti) THE NEW ERA.)
Sorgho, Mani' 7.-Chainnan J. Wil-
liams hat' called a meeting of the Peo-
ple's l'arty County Committee, of Da-
vie...se county, to be held on the 12th.,
inst., in Owensboro, when he will re:-
sign the Chainnarship.
Why suffer with COnfflIS, colds and
la grippe when Laxiitive. pronto Quinine
will cure you in one day. Doer not
produce that ringing in the bend like
Sulphate of quinine. Put up in tab-
lets eouveniont for taking. Guarantee el
to cure, or money refundeal. Price 25
cents. For aide by C. K. Wyly, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
The Wealth of Union.
(seer' iL ao THE NEW ERA.)
Uniontown, Munch 7.-Wealth of
Union county ns shown ley revised as-
testament, given by precinct: Morgan-
field, $2,003,630: U is lone ew , $1,231,155;
Raleigh, $818,125: Caseyville, C379,490;
tit nrgi.., $1.081,890 ; Wav , $1,247.0211;
tidal, $6.722,210.
A Strap: Retina).
(SARIS Al. TO THE NEW ERA.)
Mayfield, Ky., March 7.- John W.
Landitim and R: E. Lochridge hatve ale
plied to the city council feet the right te
build a street railway. They will not
build it before the first part ,if the mini-
m T.
eer
kOi'A r. f7:; ;ag Powder.
Highest :it a// le leavening
strength. -.• a rsversioural green
Gold Hugs Ole For Carlisle
Is•PEcIAL TO NEW ERA.)
Frankfort, March 7.- Fifteen ge•lii
montemetalists, claiming to be De
crat a, suited for that loss gold bug. J.
G. Carlisle, feet United States Senates.
yesterday aftenasni. When it became
evident that the gold name lllll •talists, al-
leges! Demewaats, hall no intention of
voting feet the Denies-rate. 
Joseph Clay Styles Blackburn, any hen-
get, the genuine Deams.ratta who have
been standing by the party 114 inlini`e,
got justly indignant altil indulged in
some strong language. Mr. Robbins
wai. quite personal in his remarks agatimet
the advocates of a single gold standard,
and enemies of bine Milieu:1. claiming to
b . Democrat 4.
-41.-41011nammeasmen
fl,rviam an it hp,
I we% tiervens, tired, Irritable and
t'f ss. Kerrie (IllIver 1411111 111141111
ties happy, Mrs, IC II Yor
Neje bf II U, Hatslasait.
It 111.01 lag nitre or it hal
litlt Jilin/6 has aufferial,
Eller tew we feel le. has known ; lice Headquarters.And th. this (tail body must pereeli,
The. .. will lake care of ha lee es
Death in .••••lot the bright shiliilmtg t rt
As he r a this dwelling of clay
And ti' eel-this presioule Mine
soars, o a glad, endless day.
Away •. • ye acientints' poetry-
No es, •••1 t it ever van give,
But to .• my "Redeunir
So al. I know I shall live.
"And ore no death?" No, my dar-
11.
No el ean (seine to 'out.
It has --it must live ferever.
e years of Eternity
-ma. ',Or .1/ --- • • •••••
iiiseenvy, IJ. ft. A..
San 7 70, Cal., says: Shilohli Ca-
tarrh I' dy is the find medicine I
have Pi . found that aould do in,. am y
good." • rice 50c.-For sale by R. U.
Ileirdw • s.
,••••
OF ALL
To cies - the system in a gentle and
truly ;..tb•iitl manner, when the
Hpriegt ..omea, use the true and per-
fect re,- . Syrup of Figs. One I ottle
will am • for all the fanti, and costs
only tk • ts. the large size $1. Buy
the gee 0, Manufacturesl by the Cal
ifornis. 'camp Company only, and
for sal, .411 (ineggists.
Cereal la a fito
.A! Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neur, radically tuna in I to a (lays.
Its a• • et 'en the sysfern is remarkable
and no.e 'T ors. It removes; ut once the
cause r • t e disease immediately dis-
appears The first dope greatlo benefits;
75 eents Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopioutiville.
Frank T. Uoirmen.
The well worded advertisement of
Mr. Fraelk T. Giernean's merchant tail-
oring establishment appears in another
etilanin and the attention of our readers
is diacteei to it. Mr. Gorman has had
twenty ss•ar-t experience in the Gaminess.
Besides being a prat•tieal taller, he is a
gentleniati of rare taste, and this combi-
nation has firmly established his reputa-
tion as a Cutter and fitter. He carries
and immense stock, which includes; all
of the latest style's. His prices an. rea-
sonable a. 1 his work tirst-chuge.
•'' t OVel Cure
ju Shiloh's Cure. A !wawa-sod cough ia
daligsvous. Stop it at truce with
aaire.--ror melee ley H. t. Hardwick.
.1h its Child.
The roar-year-old child of Mr. and
Mrs. Marlow Johnson, a Ito live in the
Northere suberles of the city, died Sat-
aft"ratx 
urciFiloyr al-It.ekte the little girl has
bee.n suff( rise from a severe attack of
the grip Ote Friday this developeel it:-
to pueuleania and tie. next day she
yes, ral services were held yes
terday. (mon in the. home of the Le.
relived p• . ,111 eandtleIett by Rev, lien.
ry Settle Intermeitt was in Hopewell
reineter ,
E. W. 1--,,mby, a prominent lawvear of
Paducah. Ky., gays that Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar ho:'. . tures' his children of wItoop-
Mg cow.. • hell all things else-
its a le -elneely for all coughs. 6 oar-
anteedl.- 11 dealers.
.• • Ii., Net el re
Pills • et cure constipation. They
only ne ,te.. Karl's ("lover Root Tea
gives p, t f • regularity of the boa "Is.
- e'er side byR. O. Hanle ick.
P -wit and Married.
Mr. J.: G. Daniel and Miss Maud
in, both of Cailiz, vane, to
town E..• ;ity and took the early train
for CLi .. Ile. Yesterday they came
back hes- sold registered as Mr. and
Mrs. J. • .
They been sweethearts for a long
time but parental objectious to a tonal
weer.. very stremg, so they concluded 4u
take m •etera into their own hands,
They as • married in Clarksvill • by
Rey. A U. Boone. They rilartml
home to I. g forgivntas yesterday aft -r.
it on.
THIS MORNING.
j`K • 10 111E NEW ERA.)
Padurais Ky., March iv-Elder Nun-
!toddler ,.it aged and highly respected
citizen, .0 this city, died this morning.
Yesterd y he attended mervices at his
church eremite-It ly in good healtii. He
was ink. •• sick last night and passed
away sueeenly this morning,
. _
All Frew
Those *vim hare used Dr. Kittle,' New
Discovery know it; vein... and these
who ha ..ot , have now t he opportunity
to try it tree. Call on the advertifies1
Druggist mai get a Trial Bottle, Free.
Semi your name and address to H. F.
Bucklen & C41., Chicago. and te t a
sample 1ex of Dr. King's New Life Pills
Frets 111 W, 11 as a ropy of Guide to
ated Household In,trui tor, Free.
All of a hie+ is guaranteed to do yeeu
good ane (lest you nothing. R. C. Hard-
wick Drug Store.
P.inful Accident.
Mr Martin Millet, (.ntrilies.r at Hotel
Latham. met with an accident this neer.
ning that will confine him to his bed fur
sonie tinie. lit• was standing on a high
step lieueot searchieg for a leak in u gius
pipe. His foot slipped, and in an at-
tempt to pre•vent himself frein radii lig,
Ott :gilt lad(' lef a -luuijdelier which
was hinging over his !Jena. This was
not sufficietaly strong to support him
and Mr Miller fell to the floor, pulling
down tlee. chandelier upon him. His
face. alto hands an. rut, his all badly
spraiiesi and his body vonsiderably
bruisell
riELF' THE TOWN
Mr. ips' Excellent Tobacco
Journal.
Mr.II.A. Phelps is receiving eongratuli.-
teem oi the se:1(4'1104 of his jImritill devo-
ted to tile tobacco intereats of this city.
The paper is to' be sent out 011(4* /1
1111/11th fun' rem'. month as supplements
to the leading county papers in this sec-
tion.
It is ably edited and reflects credit on
Mr. Phelps. The newspapers using the
snpplements and the. tillinbet (if copies
printed at this effice this week and sent
out to the pavers are as follows :
Springfield Hendee 000; Madisonville
!lustier, 1,200; Russellville Ledger
,(s)0; Semi. Weekly Progress, 1,000
Princeton Banner, lino; Cadiz Tale
'theme, 400; Naw ERA, 1,500.
namemptien Cu Bo Cared
by the time of Shiloh'. Cu te. This grim
tatitgli l'itre Is the tatty ktiaterti fettled
fut. fled torrilato dipenne,_heur galla i,,y H
(SU int* ia,k,
Happenings Flicked Up at Po-
'pahaw O'Brien mid J lin I inset), both
solar's!, are in jail, atitl Mein. limit a ill
probate's be in the isseitentiary.
Stuipiewn atrottitly 'attune them ont as
leader,' lif au organimed band of 'meek
thieves that has committed unmerous
depredations in the. city recently.
The latter mut of hat a 11.k thrtie no-
rms+ entered Young's hardware. store.
One had a clerk tut show him a mouse
trap wlach be said be a isle'd to pur•
chase, another stood at the door, while
the third looked ove.r the stork of pies-
tols. o one connected with the place,
except the clerk, was in the store at the
time. Shortly after the negroes left the
clerk found that three pistols were mis-
Mug. The affair was reportes1 to the. po-
lice. and Chief Fritz took rharge of the
case. He had only a slight clue but fol-
lowed it cloaely. He lesuved that a
pistol had been sold by a negro to Mat
Duke at Cerulean. He secured the pis-
tol and Mr. Young identified it as one
of the itIolen three. Another pisted was
found "in soak" with a saloon keeper
and the third was trasval yesterday to
the house of a negro woman.
From descriptions give-u by the per-
sons who haul the pistols. Chief Fritz
recognized the thieves and arrested
O'Brien and Green. The third man has
skipiled out. The. officers also found at
Green's house a dress goad pattern,
valued at $10, which was stolen last
week front T. M. Jones' dry gessire store.
O'Brien is well known to the polies..
He served a term in the Eddyville pris-
et. some time ago, for a similar offense.
J. W. Friel& was arrested by the po-
lice last night for knocking a woman
down. He was drunk. When he was
searched at the headquarters a danger-
ous looking pistol was found in his
pocket. He was tried in the, police
court this morning anti Rent to the
work house fur forty days. A short time.
afro Prielda, who lives in Heauler•.on,
shot and dangeonnualy wounded Maggie
Wilkey, a white woman, who lived near
Casky.
.rbaig baby seas rick. w pa e tnetntle.
Thee die line • Chikl, slm cried tor Pantonts.
When die became Miss, the clung to uaatana.
slue sh. iv, v... Oman Owls:talk
HOLE IN THE GROUND.
colossal Cavern Found Is
Todd County.
A big eaves said to rival Mammoth,
has been diseovered in Todd county.
The entrance im about six miles from
Elkton and is known only to three per-
sons, two uegrass and the PI ogress mar.
Alter &awl-thing how, by a bribe, one of
the negroes was prevailed upon guide.
the scribe to and through the rave, and
telling of the wonderful beantiese to he
seen, the Progress man says that filially
he came to an obscure chamber railed
"the dungeon" by the old myth Then
the paper continues:
"What we saw can be quickly told.
In one end of the eltingeon two tekeh-
tons, mouldering into dust, were dis-
covered. Around the right ankle of
each was a huge clasp of iron attached
to two chains fastened strongly to the
wall. When our faithful guide Raw the
uncanny remains of human beings ht'
t•xclanned: :When I saw them last
they we-re as live as you. But I can't
give away My Master's Seer t.' We en-
treated hint again tee tell us more, but
our entreaties were of no avail. Soon
the guide led Ins back to daylight, anti
extinguishing the lantern, made a
solemn oath, in the name of his master
that he would never again enter the
mysterious cave. We learned enough
from the old man to know that the mys-
teries of the place are great and have
determined to investignte them fur-
ther."
A liaby'a Life Sa% ed.
"My baby bad croup and WAS eared
by Shiloh's Cure," writes Mrs. J. B.
Martin, (of Huntsville., Ala.-For sale by
R. C. Hardwick.
•••
OF GREAT IMPORTANCE.
Iii' Convention I% Im irh Will Be
Held
The NEvt: Fit e received. a marked (spy
ef the Paducah News to-day, and a re-
quest to reps wInee. the: following artiele :
The seventh annual convention of the
Kentucky (.7hristian Endeavor U ,
which convulses itt Paducah May 29, do
and 31, will be an eveut of great impor-
tance to the whole Purim.... section.
The people will be given an opportunity
to listen to men of national reputat lllll
who have. never been iii this part eof the
State-some. of them haVe nuArr ad-
dressed Kentucky audienees-and the
leest preachers in the State will lend
h* 'in presages. and eouttst.1 to make this
the greatest convention ever held in
Kentucky. (Ii thy 011ee, le.fore this, has
this gnat Neely of Claimer:ate! :vetting
people coliVelleil at Western Kt•littleky,
W114•11 two years ago at Hopkinewille
wondetfully successfully meeting was
held. All the others have been in the
upper part of the State.. Now Paducah
has an opportunity of showing that tit,
pestplet of the Purchase can get up and
entertain the best convention yet.
The fact that E. 0. Excel], of Chica-
go; Rotoithaler and Pounds, of Indian-
apolis; Darby, of Evansville; Hugh
Spencer'Williams, of Memphis; Dr.Cun-
non, of St. Louis,:und either Francis E.
Clark en. Ames Wells, of Bosom, in voti-
ve:aunt with the most talente.1  ' is.
term of Kentueky, will takt• part in the
I convent.  work assures as great sue-
Mal. It is &Sired that the young peo-
ple of the whole Punitive'. ceuntry meet
with us and help us (sully the big ton
vent ten.
Ar« You Made .-
11014Prable bt
Diitallieus, Loos of Appetite, Yolistee
Skits! Plilleoliat VIloillilet la a palate.
Yaw sale. lay H I'
As
VOL. XXVI, NO 3
Best Quality!
Largest Size!
.Lowest Price!
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HENRY WALKE ,TALE OF WOE.
Passed Away Yesterday I
Brooklyn.
HIS MURICES IN THE NA V i
A PROUD RECORD-OTH•
ERS WHO HAVE DIED.
)Why Harrison Left
His Home.
New York. March 9.-Rear Adruir- i TROUBLES OF A VETERAN.
al Henry Wall. died at his home in
Breseklyn at a :Oa o'clock yesterday aft-
ernoon.
Henry Walks. was born in Virginia
eighty-eight years ago. His father,
Authony Walke, was a college student
at Yale with John C. Calhoun. When
quite young he was taken to Ohio. re-
eeiving his education at the. Chillieothe
Academy. In I$2 he became a mid-
shipman in the navy, being assigned to
the frigate Alert, under the command
of Lieutenant Farragne He was prase
ent at the surrender of Vera Cruz. dur-
ing tle Mexieara war, being executive
enact of the brig Vesnvius.
During the late war he c'ommande'd
trunlasets Taylor and Lexingtion. and
protected Gen. (;,rant •s anny while it
was making its; retreat 011 the' trans
ports. He was also at the battle of
Fort Henry in • charge of the gun) oat
Cannielelet. He was sneeessful in ;ra-
tios the Camndelet peat Islam' No. 10
on April 4. 11402. while the. enemy's
shots fell on it like hail. For this piece
of work the (ohmmeter was honorably
meutioned.
In INS2 for his bravery he was made
Captain ; in 1/..60, Commodore. and a
Rear Admiral in 1570. One year later
he retired. .
Good old Granny Metcalfe. 96 years
old. living at ills Mimes. street, Padu-
cah. Kyarsays that Dr. Bell's Pine Tar
Honey is the hem grip cure, cough, lung
and bronchical reinesty that has been of-
fered durieg life. t ; uaralitetal 1 y
all deale•ra.
Program ef the Cirele Missionary
Meeting :it the Baptist cliurell in end-
teen. March 25and 211tlia Satnnlay and
Smithey, is as follows:
China .... . lllll Dr. B. F. Eager.
Bible authority for missiotis.  
Fred Wittenbreaker.
Church Discipline .. I. I'. H. Nash.
Cuba  Judge J. T. Hatibery.
Family Worship Rev. P. A. Thomas.
Yining People in Church Work . .
Rev. Alvy MeCertl.
What relitailel eonsider,..a a Has.
biota field .... Rev. P. E. -Nettleton
Mrs. Mary Thomas has resigneel her
peseitieen it. ch.rk in The Racks t 4111,1 has
aces ens! a similar plave with Mr. 1'. M.
Jones' dry goods establishment.
.•.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
WWII:VS Fair Highest M..dal and Diploma-
• . •
farther Radford, a hee a-as soiteneed
to life impriastment for killiug Jake
Tonto', and was- subsesinently transfer•
red to the Lakeland asylum, escaped
from that institution several weeks age.
It is said that he ses.ured money from
friend- :sea relot 'SOS in this (lenity and
has ti 'ii to ports tin kin 'a H.
vie
ItIrs. Frances Elliett. a Wow of W. H.
Elliett, who hits. on the. edge of Chris-
tian I aunty. is repeertal to he very ill.
says the Clark's,* ill.-
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Aa &tied mioli Me 'al klidannter lair.San Franoeco.
STATEMENT
The. gross a•arniug (ef &
Nashville. Railroad Company during the
fieurth week of February. (fine fre•ight.
teasseitger iniseellateseas sources,
automats! to ‘14•3,;s:.. Saint. pet-eat in
oeta 111..1 llllll tea 5511-; I. Daring
a similar period in real ties:enema was
$1:.7, 197. lit a It Le leitet ine. in
1.193 it was $479,:tr.!. b4lhi. comparvd
with last yesee, same tines shows au in-
crease a $.141.131: compan.d with 1'44
shows an ineriluse Of Ps:0179 ; conipwv,ti
It hi "KIM a (Ite•re.aF4.21of *Statme;.
During the entire th of Febniary,
!sae. gross earnings were $1,595.816:
sane' period last year. $1.304,939; in
$1,1N1,1111: in ISLE1,40,s17,tdtt. 5.40;
comp:Irv/I with I sle•ws a gain of
$2 t9.950 increase elf $11 I.7:e : 'situ
i sea. a (here:i.e. if $21I ,ti;2.
From July 1st. Isto:), ti. 1.41.1). 29th,
I SW.. Attlnaa eternings were $11,004.',1:1.
ut similar Denied Ill 1'e1tis-95 $18.1:easti.S;
a Ilk time mu • 1s9S-92 atesatesitit.
earning in Istre-see elempaire-,1 with those
'f 15141-US show 14111 inereae.• fae54),6118..
Ate minim irf-41 is ith arose earnings of
.1:"1.1-At11 elbow in teens*. lit 61,111.467 ;
enteaseireel is it 4, Is s • ,1.1 114•1-eapii. of
i'
-a-0Mo 41.
Dr. Prko's Cream itak Ins Powder
World'. I air tlisheet /ward.
Finds That Money Is the Root
Of Evil.
This is the story why a man left his
home.
Andrew Harrison has beeu fearfully
mistreated or else he is a eerheisal liar.
In either case, he has lots of troubles
of his own.
Until re: ently he has been living in
the northern part of the county. Fur
the past ftw weeks he has been • •hiding
out.-
The tale he relates is a gad one. He
is an old Federal soldier and was wound-
ed in the war. A few months ago, his
country mach. reparation for his injuries
by granting him a pe•eision. As his pu
tition had been pending ill Ctingreme for
a nuniber of years, the back money deo
him was a eomeideralle amount. oepeci-
ally to a man who had a beer time been
exceedingly poor.
The veteran, however, learned soon
that money is th•-• root of much evil sad
that wealth is not utasesarily a produc-
tion of happiness.
He- purehaised a small farm with the
money he received, and shortly after-
wards hie troubles began.
He says that one of his RODS, who was
living out West, hurried back to Chris-
tian county when lie heard of his fath-
er's good luck. From that day to this
the (-Met Harrison has been dragging
t•ut a miserable existence. The son, so
the story goes, has tried in every can-
evivalele. way to compel the old man to
make hint it deed to the. farm. The rest
of the household, composed of Mrs. liar-
am! her two daughters, joined the
son in his efforts to oust the ex-soldier
from his property.
Finding that her husband could nog
tw tier/mailed to give up the place, Mrs.
Harrison moved away from the farts
and refused to live with the owner.
This action of the wife of his bosom,
while a matter of boundless sorrow to
him, t iel not prepare him for his poign-
ant grief that quickly followed.
His two daughters accused him of at-
tunipting to fens. them to submit to his
unlawful tee.ssiou. They came to this
city and se tort. out a warrant against
him.
When the old vet .ran heard of this
he left home and nothing was heard
from him until a few days ago when he
a-rote to a lawyer that he' was corning
te this city to try to effect a reeoncilue
tient with his wife.
Two clays later, he arrived in town,
covertsi with need and with bleeding
feet. He said that he had walked all
the way front Nashville. Following a
lawyers adviee, he started for the farm
in North Christian. his heart tilled with
ftergiveneas for those who had wronged
huu and bubbling over with hopes that
he would find his family ready to
(-rive hint kindly.
hie Wilt: (Retitled to disappointment.
He, learned out that his daaghters con.
times! te insist that the. charge. they had
brought against hint was true and that
the warrant for his arrest-was still in
the hands ot an ',Meer.
The old man retruees1 his footsteps to
town and again sought legal ateivice. As
he avowed his complete innocence M
the. alleged crime, it was suggested that
Ito stand trial. He said that he cOld•
not give, bend and would not la. looked
nt) in jail. In order to avoid arrest ha
:wain left the city and alien lust heard
front was in (cut hurie.
wrete that he firmly Is.lieved that
in tine. his family would feel sorry for
the. way they had treated him and thall
his home a ould again is. a happy on.,
Free Pits.
Send year address( to H. E. Buckles'
& Co.. eliding°. and get a free sample
lox cif lir. King's New Life Pith.. A
trial a ill (-olivine.. yeti of their merits.
Thus.. pills are easy in action and are
partieularly effective in the tore of Con-
at warn en and Sick Ilesulaehe. /Per
Malaria and Liver tremble« they have
prtut•eal invaluable. Tht7 are
ittoiraotoit to be perfeetly free frogs
cs.cry ult.h.teri.ms subatanct. t, i uul tta be
purely segetaltle. They de hot amble
by their notion, but by giving taus hi
.toanlieh anal I owsl• greatly ultimo,*
the. %potato' Regular %tea me. tattIMS.
*aid 1.y 11, tl Ilsraie PA Drop/tat,
f•
•
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ClarktsvIlle Alarmed Over tho
ilopkinatilie Market.
Bloodv Clothes at the t he' Clarksville Chronicle' is tearing
Depot.
TOM HOPKINS INJURED.
Police Think He Was Sand-
Bagged and Robbed.
A pool of blood, a coat, hat aced shoe;
soaked in the fluid confronted a eolice-
man early Wednesday when he started
to walk aronnd the rear platform of the
Louisville andi Naehville depot.
He telephoned the news of his getotly
find to headquarters and the other ofti-
cent went to the station itessiet in an in-
yea igation
Nearly all of them believed that a
murder had been committed, and were
not all surprised when they learned that
Tom Hopkins was in bed at the Euro-
pean Hetel seriously wounded.
Ilepkins is an aged and well known
Irishman and briek mason who has
lived in Hopkinsville for many years.
Chief Fritz visited him and found that
he was really very badly hurt. The
buck of his head wax fearfully eta and
the body much bruised.
The wounded man was not in a con-
dition to make an itatcylligent statement.
His mind is affected by his injuries' and
he wad that he could not remember all
that has happened, but thought that he
had fallen Irom the high blue near the
rock query at Graves bend, North•east
of town.
The policeman lew ned that the bloody
clothes found at the station be.longed to
Hopkins, but the hitter was unable to
tell how they came to be. there or how
he reached the. European. The hotel
keeper found Hopkins nt the front doer
of the, house alout halt past four this
member and put hese in beet
The mature of Heopitells' wound on the,
head im much tie to lead Cupt. Frits to
think thut the Irielmitin wits struck with
a heavy club.
Last night Hopkins. had consideruble
money on his person. He. 'pent a part
of it in the atlems and when list man
by the bar keeperee he was very drunk.
It is lembable that he WWI followed by
some person who asw the money, and
knocked in the head and robbed.
1IN ASHEVILLE
Prom'nent Hopkins-
ville Couple Wed.
IS A MILD SENSATION.
Mr. R. R. Donaldson and Miss
Carrie G. Moore Married.
Hopkingialle was treated to a large
eurprise tine yesterday when the news
spread over the city that Mr. R. Roes
Donaldeon and Mies Carrie G. Moore
were joined in matrimony lint night.
The first animation of the union was
contained in a telegram from the groom
to his daughter, Miss Lida Donaldson.
No details nerarding the marriage. are
at present known here. The di/patch
briefly relate' that the wedding had
taken plane in Asheville...N. C.,and that
thee couple would return to Hopkinsville
this week.
Owing to the. prominence of the con-
tracting persons and the unexpectedneta
of the announcement of their nuptiabe
the news has created a mild sensation
in social circle*.
Although Mr. Donaldeon has been
paying the lady who is now his wife.
causiderable attention for several years.
most of their friends regarded the exact-
ieg attachment as purely plutonic.
The bride ie acharming lady of a sweet
and lovable dispoieition, and cultured
and refined, and posseeties rare intelli-
gence. She ie n datighter of the late
Col. William a ere, a prominent and
wealthy cite!, t his county, and a
salter of Mr. William Moore, of The
Square, Mrs. Ex Norton, of New York,
and Mrs. J. W. Venable, of this city.
Mr. Donaldson has been a resident of
Hopkiiieville for many years. He is a
splendid gentleman of high moral char-
acter. He is connected with a large.
wholesale Chicago firm, in the, capacity
of traveling salesmen. His first wife
wan a daughter of Dr. D. J. Gish, of
this city. Mr. Donaldson is one of the
officers of the Baptist Church and has
always been intimately connectd with
all local Chrietian eiovements.
Mr. and Mrs. Donaldeon will make
this city their home. In extending to
them a warm welcome and cordial
wishes for their happiness :tied prospert
tp, the NEW ERA is joined by a host of
friends.
ARE DIGGING FURIOUSLY.
Logan Negroes Caught By the
Uold Fever.
The memos in and wound McLeod, a
email village, In Iowan county, Mx tulles
from Ittiosellville, aree 'early erusy with
the gold fever. A few clays 1411)
sinewy neer), who Maimed te be, a fete
ttine teller and witch, rue414. his appear-
ance, in the village, and teild reverie! of
the, ignorant ecaleeresi peeple that thee
around there were fall of ride gold
one and that they would not have tee
dig very deep to find it. Fifteen or
twenty ef them believed what the fakir
said, ited teem get themselves worked
up almeat to a frenzy over the thought
of soon becoming immeneely wealthy.
Without Raking permistion of the laud
owners in the vicinity, they got togeth•
er a lot of shovels and picks and soon
had dirt flying from holes in the sides of
the hale. They have left other jobs
which they were hired to do by differ-
ent parties, and now have but one ob-
ject in vie.w. and that is to secure the.
glittering gold. The fortnne teller be
the only one in the crowd who ix allow -
eel to "peak while the work toe going on.
the deluded negroes probably work
harder now than they ever did before.
Car-loads of dirt have been thrown
from several holes, but the gold is still
out of eight. They don't seem to have
lost hope and still expect to find the
muell coveted metal.
Miss Katie McKenzie.
Mixt; Katie McKenzie. is visiting Mrs.
F. M. Girand on Ninth street. Mita
McKenzie has la-en in Oweneboro wed
iiendereon for several weeks. She is
contemplating a tour through Europe
ith party of frientls eter time in
the near future,
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A MOVEMENT FOR HIGH TARIFF.
The National Aram:attain of Manu-
facture-ea, in their recent annual meeting
frankly declared its intention to agitate
for higher protective twit duties, and
to eombine all the protected interests so
as to use their iufluence for a much
higher tariff than the Wileon law now
in force. The members of the assoeia-
tiou declared thetuselves in favor of Mc-
Kinley as the nest President. anti the
convention showed that it wee simply a
Republieau side-show which had no pur-
pose than perfecting plans for raising
corruption funds. It was openly advis-
ed that the association should nee all
means to obtein speedily such changee
in the tariff law. in order to wring still
more profits from the consumers. Aud
the. remelt of the convention was that
arrangements were made for raising a
large fund, said to he in the neighbor-
hood of estal,ono, to be need for political
purposes and be plaeel where it will
help the cause of a very high tariff.
Thie shows that the country is soon te
be plunged into an agitatiou ter a re
newel of an iniquitous, robber tariff
wren worse than the• McKinley monetr-
amity, and that all the power which the
great protected etioncqteeliee and trusts
can meet win be brought to bear on be-
half of the Republican catiatelates.
Theme rich inalinfactunre know that
the bulk of their money will gee fer
tu the doubtful State., and It is for that
purpose that the. Nitti4M411 Mittiufactur-
ens' ADIOCUllt1011 is now pre-paerteg to put
up its share of the public plunder which
COMO through a high tariff, and will be
n-paid a thotuaind fold if the wicked
McKinley tariff law as restored.
Againtat this open threat of the or-
ganized forces of high tariff robbery the
Democrats must be prepared to light.
They cannot mews foul corruption •with
inoney. but they can show the mailsee.
of the people that such noteally move-
ments as this of the inannfactar-
ent association are dinmetrically °mooed
the interests of the people. All the facts
and logic are on the side of the Demo-
cretic policy, and no amount of high
protectieta tariff "education- can make
sensible voters believe that the inqui-
tow; McKinley doctrine, which NSW
overwhelmingly defeated in leen. is any
better now. If the friends of tariff re-
form will do their whole duty all the
corruption funds will be powerless to
defeat a good Democratie Presidential
candidate_
POSSESSORY RIGHT OF COMING:
GENERATIONS.
It is greatly to be deplored that tie
principles inculcated by Thomas Jeffer-
son do not now dominete our political
and social relations. One of the excel- !
lent reasons urged by him against the I
creation of a national debt is of special'
interest at this time when Cheveland.
Carlisle k Co.. are iwareasiag cur mat-
ional debt by frequent issnea Rov-
ernment interete-beariug bonds and
thereby binding not only the present but
the succeeding generation, instead of
leaving the next generation free and un-
inctimbered. The tax-payers of this
country are being grievously oppreseed
by the reckless and unnecessary piling
up of millions upon millions of national
indebtedness, and those who come after
these will inherit cruel bardens.
Jefferion's exceedingly sound views
in regard to the great injustice of creat-
ing a uatioual debt were of much
eutereet and importance then, and are
more to right now. In a letter written
by him in 1813, from which the subjoin-
ed qnotation is given he demonstrated
s tiCeeleal e
WIANCW OF PRESIDENTIAL AS-
PIRANTS.
The Philadelphia Inquirer ham been
getting estimatea through correspon-
dents in many sections of the country as
to the chances of the- various Presiden-
tial aspirants for the Republican nomi-
nation. and the result of its enterprise
eves William M. McKinley nt.5 votes
on the tint ballot ; Thomas B. Reed.
215: Levi P: Morton, 97: W. A. Allison.
80; M. 1.1". Quay, ;6; Senator Cullom,:ts ;
W. O. Bradley, 16: V. t.4. Davie. V,
with 18 scattering or undecided. The
fact that Gov. McKinley is believed te.
be the strongest man before the couven-
vention on the first ballot, doe% not
make it certain that he. will get the
It i• the experience of both political
parties that the man who leads on the
tint ballot often fails to get the nomina-
tion. Seward was the first in the voting
at five outset in the Republican National
Convention held in letti0; Jamee G.
Blaine wail in the lead on the first ballot
taken in the convention of o476; Grant
had the largest vote at the outset in the
convention held in Isse0, anti Sherman
in 1,00) was ahead of them all on the-
ft/et ballot, yet the nomination for
Preseidential candidates went to other
men iu those years. Thig covers more
than half of the Republican National
conventions in which there were any
actual conteste at all. In Democratic
National Conventions the man who led
on the firm ballot was beaten in 1944'
iSts2 and Pent. Republican example is
more unfavorable than the Democratic
to tne leader on the first ballot. The
temptation to all hie rivals to combine.
against is strong and, am the record
shows, thus is often fatal to his chances.
BELLIGERENT RIGHTS.
Rerognition of the Cuban patriots as
belligerents implies a recognition of the
fact, that a state cot war exata. and that
equal consideration should be given to
the two parties engaged in it. Thus the
Cuban patriots will be allowed to send
vessels Into the ports of the United
States just the same as Spain is permit-
ted to do, and private traders will be al-
lowed to esell them certain kinds; of
gramite. But neither side can buy arms,
ammnuition, or any other military sup-
riles in this country. It will ails° be the
date; of the. United states tiovernmera
to prevent any fitting ont of expeditious
in our territory for the assistance of
either party: and oar merchant ships
will be 'pen to Scartie en the high sew
for artielee contraband ef war.
It is a niietake to suppose that the
recognition of the bellied-Put rights of
the Cuban petriete Melilla a declaration
of war aiguin Spain. The denim of thews.
Stisteal ta periffirlfp the early
smeltuelem ef the is ler ienw in prrigyivia
in COW wed pat a step tee the takitig of
life and the deatruetiecti of property.
The Cullen laitcletai have, manfully 4iirt
themeelves for is
year against *uteri( nutuberv, and
Wyler's preload inengnratimi of a pol-
icy esif tuarsarre againct them is equiva-
lent to a confeseion Ly the cruel and
bloodthirsty Spanish commander that
they ran net e beaten by legitimate and
justifiable Ineans. Therefore, the time
hes come forlhe Unit el States Covent-
meat to may that there brave, struggling
patriots are entithel to the Heine of bel-
ligereute, and tee all tile advantages to
lec derived from a taernal antertion cif the
&Wee thie country a a their sued as.
. $160 REWARD MOO.
The readere of thee paper will be
pleased to learn that there. ie at lest one
areaded disease that wienee has been
abla to cure in all its stages, and that is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Care is the
only Festive runt known to the medical
fatamity. Catarrh being a constitu-
tion& disease, requires a constitutional
treat/neat. Hall's Catarrh Cure is tak-
en iaternally, sting directly upon the 'in- i• • t e• • •Lne nver ts tne great ;Jivingblood anti inneous eurniees of the nye-
tern. thereby destroying the foundation wheel" in the mechanism ofof the dieessa and giving the patient
oetreegth ty building lip the anistitution man, and when it is out oforder,
andiaseating nature in eeing its work
The prietors have so much faith in the whole system becomes de-
ita tive rower: that they 
off" One ranged and disease is the result
the ••possessory right of
gelterations" thns:
"The generations of men may be con-
sidered as bodies or corporation& Each
geeeration has the usufruct of the earth
during the period of its continuance.
When it (-ease* to exist that usufruct
mutest on to the succeeding generation
free and unincumbered, and so on suc-
cessively nom onegeneratiou to another
forever. We may consider each genex-
ation as a distinct nation. with a right
by the will of its majority to bind them-
selves, but none to bind the succeeding
generation more than the inhabitants of
another country. Or the case may be
likeneei to the ordinary one of a tenant
for life, who may hypothecate the land
for his debts during the continuance of
his tutufrtict, but at his death the rever-
Omer. who is also tenant for life only,
receives it exonerated from all burthen.
The period of a generation or the term
of its life is determined by the laws of
mortality. I find that of the numbers
of all ages living at any one moment
half will be dead in /4 years and 8
month& But leaving out minors, who
have not the power of self-government,
of the adults living at one moment, a
majority of whom act for the society,
ontahalf will be dead in Po years and
5 months.
"At 19 year& then, from the date of
a contract, the majority of the contract-
ors are dead and their centric* with
them Let this general theory be appli-
ed to a particular own: Suppe*" the an.
anal births in ths Stale of New Teak to
be 111,604 ; the whole niunber of its in-
habitanta will be 617,7011, of all ague. Of
these, there would constantly be 11111,2n6
minors and 348,417 stints, of which last
174,909 will be a majonty Suppoote
that majority, on the first day of the
year 1794, had borrowed a gum of money
egnal to the fee simple value of the
State and to have censumed it it eating,
drinking and making merry in their
day, or, if you pleas, in quarrelling and
fighting with their unoffending neigh-
bors. Within 18 years and 8 months
one-half of the adult citizens were dead.
Till then. being the majority, they
might rightfully levy the interest of
their debt annually on themselves and
their fellow revelers or fellow champ-
ions. But at that period (say at this
moment) a new majority have come in-
to place in their own right and not un-
der the rights, the conditions or laws of
their predecessors. Are they bound to
acknowledge the debt, to consider the
preceeding generation as having had a
right to eat up the whole soil or their
country in the course of a life, to alien-
ate it from them for it would be an
alienation to the creditors,' and would
they they think themselves either legal-
ty or morally bound to give up their
coantry and to emigrate to another for
subaistence? Everyone will say DO
that the soil is the gift of God to the
living, as much as it had been to the de-
ceased generation and that the laws of
nature impose no obligation on them to
pay this debt. And although, like some
other natural rights, this ham not yet en-
tered into any declaration of rights, it
ift so lea: a law and 'ought to be acted
on by honest governments.' "
A GOOD WESTERN MAN.
There is a great deal being said and
printed in regard to Mr. William R.
Morrison being the good Western man
whom the majority of the Democrats all
over the country desire to see nominat-
ed am their candidate for President of
those United States in the contest of
this year. It is believed that he is one
of the few meu of the West who can
carry the full party vote in the nation.
There is very much about Morrison
which should commend him to the Dem•
ocratic party. No sort of political job-
bery hem ever been charged against him ;
he haa poverty, too, which is a badge of
virtue in a public man. There is but
little doubt that Morrison is the "good
Western man" thet the Democracy have
bed) seeking for a good many year.,
but whom the New York Democrats al-
ways horned off.
Morrison has a good war record, held
sawed important offices in his State,
was in Congreas sixteen years, a consid-
erable part of which time he was the
leader of the Democratic party in the
Howie of Representatives, and has been
connected with the Inter-State Commie..
don ever since that body was created
nine years ago.
The folloning brief sketch of Mr.
Morrison will be of much interest to
Democrats at this particular time :
-When the war with Mexico broke
out, that Democratic war which added
two Empires to our domain. Morrison,
who had not yet reached manhood, en-
listed in a private, marched arress the
country after Taylor, and was in the
memorable battle of Buena Vista. He
served throughout the Mexican War
with credit and returned to Illinois on
the proclametion of peace.
-The epirit of adventure engendered
by the war had its effect on young Mor-
rison. and he joined the Argonauts of
'49, in the then great undertaking of a
passage scrods the deserts and Sierras of
the far West, to meek his fortnnee in the
gold diggings of California..
Re wan Clerk of the Circuit Court of
his county when the Kansan-Nebraska
bill was ponied by Convene. The leat'.•
inn Detnocnitic politicians of Illinois
tteek lane with Doug's, the father of
that intestine abandoned the party and
denied the rights of home rule in the
Territorie*. Hut Morrieten, although he
wet never met Doug's, reeigned his
clerkship, Week the stump espousing the
enure of Douglas and Democracy, believ •
ins and declaring the right and ability
of the people of the Territories to take
care of their own affairs and govern
themselves.
He wax elected to the Legislature in
1/444, 14.56 and 1/471.
When the Civil War broke out many
of the most influential and conspicuotu;
leaden of the Mineable Democracy aban-
doned their party and joined the Repute
Hey Dollare for any cage that it
hula to (earn Send for list of testimon-
. J CHENEY & Co., Tole,C1O, 0. I
Addrees,•
piOaaola by Draggles'', Roc.
• •
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Doctors Say;
Bilious and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic dis-
tricts are invariably accomOan-
i-..: ty derangements of the
Sto:nach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
Tuft's Liver Pills
Cure all Uver Trouhks.
"
lican party on war banes. Not so with
William R. Morrimon. He remained as
steadfast in his party allegiance as ever,
but he hesitated mat. when the lighting
began, to cast his lot for the Union and
enter the army.
Morrison at once tendered his services
to Governor Yates of Illinois. He was
counniseioned. and ander that authori-
ty, awl principally at hie own expense..
raised thes regiment afterwards known
as the Forty•ninth Illinois Volunteers.
The story of his desperate charges at
Donelson against a position impregnal •I• •
with the insignificant force at hand.
a matter of history, as is his being 1. '
for dead upon the field.
He supported Douglas with earnee'
COM during the campaign of leen one,
resulted tu the election of Abraham
Lincoln.
When Horatio Seymour Was manatee-
ted for the Presidency Morrieon did his
duty as a Democrat.
Colonel Morrison was an enthusiastic
admirer and devoted adherent of Sam-
uel J. Tilden. He put his whole heart
into the Tilden campaign of 1s76.
In 1880 Morrieon wita an aspirant for
the Presidential nomination at the NV,
tional Convention held at Cincinnati.
He had the support of his own State in
the convention and of a number of in-
fluential delegates throughout the West
and South.
The superetition that an Eastern man
should head the ticket, however, was
rife then, and, as everybody knows, the
work of the convention reaulted in the
nomination of Hancock and Englisie
In 1888 Colonel Morrison was a dele-
gate at large from Illinois to the Demo-
cratic National Convention held at St.
Louis, and supported the nomination of
Mr. Cleveland.
CARLISLE IN 1878 AND NOW.
A Washington dispatch to a Chicago
newspaper states that Congressinare
Patterson, after a conversation with
Grover Cleveland, said the latter thinks
that John G. Carlisle, of Kentucky.
should be nominated by the Democratic
Notional Convention as the party's can-
didate for the Piesidency of these
United States, and that at the proper
time Cleveland would come out openly
for him. Representative Patterson, in
strong language, repudiate* the inter-
view which mated that he had a talk
with President Cleveland on the Presi-
dential question. He eays the awry was
made out (1 the whole cloth, aa he nev-
er talked with Mr. Clevelaud Finch a
subject.
Whether this is true. or tint, Carlisle
has no cloture whatever for the Demo.
(vatic Praddential nomination. He was
for many Jelin an able, earioat and
honest advocate of the only mound
money-a bimetallic standard-both
gold and silver, without discrimination
against either metal. He strongly ad-
vocated the restoration of the bimetallic
standard as it existed under onr laws
for over eighty years prier to the great
crime of demonetization of the standard
silver dollar in 1873. He declared em-
phatically, time and again, that he was
not in favor of gold monometallism e r
silver monometallism. but fevered gen-
uine bimetallism. In order to show how
exceedingly recreant to the trne Demo-
caatic principles which he, had held for
years, and how he has stultified him-
self by suddenly flopping over to the
side of the gold monometallisM, recant-
ing his life-long principlee, and becom-
ing a virulent and rabid hater and a
fierce denouncer of the bimetallic stan-
dard, and giving the gold monotuetallic
standard his earneet and hearty sup-
port, in order, it is charged, to get a
Cabinet seat under Clevelaud, who hies
always been a gold bug, we give below
what he said in hie maguificent eh -
quent and patriotic speech delivered
Feb. 21st, 1878, in favor of bimetallism,
and his justly indignant denunciation
of the demonetization of silver as the
most gigantic crime of that or any other
age:
"I ahall not enter into an examination
of the cause which have combined to
depreciate the relative valne of silver.
and to appreciate the value of gold duce
1873, but I am one of chow who believe
that they are transient and temporary
in their nature, and that when they
have passed away or have been removed
by the separate or united actions of the.
nations moet deeply interested in the
subject, the old ratio of actual and the
relative value will be re-established on
a firmer foundation than ever. I know
know that the world's stock of precious
metals is none too large, and I see no
reason to apprehend that it will ever
become to. Mankind will be fortunate.,
indeed, if the annual production of gold
and silver coin should keep pace with
the annual increase of population, com-
merce and industry. According to my
view of the subject. the conspiraey
which seems to have been formed here
and in Europe to destroy by legielatie
and otherwise from three-sevenths to
one-half the metallic money of the world
is the most gigantic crime of this or any
other age.
"The consummation of such a scheme
wonted ultimately entail more misery
upon the hi:men race than all the wars,
pestilence and famine that ever occurred
in the history of man. The absolute and
instantaneous destruction of half the
movable property of the world includ-
ing horses, ships, and all other applian-
ces for carrying on commerce, while it
would be felt more sensibly at the mo-
ment, would not produce auything like
the prolonged distress and disorgeniza-
tion of etociety that muet inevitably re-
Ruh from the permanent annihilation of
one-half of the metallic. money of the
the world."
WHAT HAS CtaNGRES.S DONE?
It ix not astonishing to note the little
respect the people at large have for the
Republican Congress In geheral con-
versation on the strectain public places,
well-informed people openly state their
supreme contempt for emigres&
Commenting upon this outspoken con-
tempt for the Republican majority's
general friflingneas and do-nothing pol-
icy, the Chicago Chronicle makes the
fellowing pertinent. poiuted and jtotly
pungent remark»:
••With great flourish of trumpets: the
Republicatie. who held vast majority in
the Huns of Representatives mid et-
garaged the notate el the tinned atatee,
told the people elf this cettotry what
they propose! to do,
"Well, whet have they doue? low
sion mince the find day of Dovember
lamt, what have they done? May wee
not have mune specification? They
profesed themselves'. to be wonderfully
gifted in the matter of creating public
confidence, increasing public revenues,
making everybody, whatever hie bust-
new and however conducted, rich and
happy. But what have they done?
Let us try if we can get down to a
epecification. If they are. competent,
surely all these meantime ought to demon-
strate that by their fruits they are justi-
fled in their claim. Will they tell us of
anything they have done?
"The Howie passed a tariff measure.
The Senate now gives practically pub-
lic notice that the tariff measure shan't
go through. The Hens, instead of
meeting the recommendation of the ex-
ecutive, who undersexed the situation
and who did not ask for a tariff bill.
but did ask for bimetallic legislation on
the money question, pasted a bill of its
own. That the Republican Senate sent
back with a tree coinage mearture.
. But where is the affirmative legisla-
tion? Where is anything accomplished ?
What ham Mr. R.eed done as Speaker
and what have all the great Republican
statetemen of the Senate done.? They
have been sitting in Congreas for more
than ninety days andiwhere are the re-
sults of their rapacity?
Not a measure of public concern und M. H. King, Church Hill, Ky.,
utility has been perfected. This Re- 1; R. Elliot, Hopkineville , Ky.,:
publiean Howse and this Republic in y it
• •••••••••••••'
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,:live your stomaCil
A chance 1 .
!t has long been underfed or ,,,... a
worked ; perhaps both. Noe
',re paying the penalty. 11.-.1-
ache, heartburn, bad taste, t st-
eel tonene and nausea are your
more or less constant companions.
You are " baious," costive, de-
pressed. Dyspepsia is obstinate
end leads to other complicatione.
lee certain cure is BROWN'S IRON
1411714.51.5.
GUARANTRE.
Poirchase sootier refunded Ilhollt4
ThroW44.4 IRON BitTalie, tl.kee, a. di-
rected. fail to benefit any person siitTer.
log with Dyspepsia, Malaria, Chills
.,m1 Fever. kidney and Liver Troul•les,
Iiiliou.ne.., Female Infirmities. Im-
pure Blood, Weakness. blervou• Trou-
ble.. Headache, or Neuralgia.
BROWN CHKIIICAL CO.. Billainonet, Md.
Senate stands before this country aa
utterly imbecile and impoteut as any
body of etatesmen ever appeared before
a constituency whom they lead 'evened
by repeated assertions of th. ir levitate-
aud their press-este
The Republican majority in Congres
is an utterly frnitlese majerity It has
',owned much, it has arcomplie .,1 noth-
ing.
:Norse •••••••
WASGHASTLY 
IMPORTANCE OF INK.
Sometime.; the nicest car ,ftil women
are- the most careless. Many a armlet'
bundles herself up, to keep out ',11. knees
-a len she. is neglecting theeery worst
sickness that can come to a women. She
elle as a alight disorder to beeline. worse,
to elowly sap her vitality. f he little
patio and other slight Wei...aloes of
tronble seem to her annulate t She
goes on, with increaeing peat. . ;2.
life itself becomes a drag. N et's-tea-mess,
'ainking spells," digestive, nee t •trenenees,
and fifty other complications eley arise
from the derangement of ti.e. organs
dietinctly feminine. Over entity years
ago, the need for a reliable remedy for
so-r.dled ••female complaints" -.vas rec-
ognized by Dr. R. V. Pierre, then, RA
now. chief cometating physician to the!
We That' Dispense/7 and invalid's Hotel,
at Buffalo, N. Y. He prepered Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. the most
woilderfully effective remedy that has
ever been used for such inalanies.
Send 21 cents in one-ceut stamps and
roe eive Dr. Pierce's 100e page ••Common
Seuse Medical Adviser," illustrated.
- - - - --
It ie to be hoped that this country has
seen the 1st of those decisions by State.
Apirellaite Courts in a great many
criminal ones in which revel-eel"; ard
neiv trials lire greeted beeittlae.t if a me; e
trivial thing, suele us a failure- to t
er11111. "ea" 111 indictments, ta
very triflieg wed entirely memportailt
little, error* in trails, The Seprenie
Court ef in the, hotel enamellist
yam*, militated thin litinileer elf erre era
had loovIl onemitted tee trial court,
but thut not tnu. Of tholn Watt rit All firt-•
judicial to the di•tendiod 4, nod it. then •
fore. aftirims1 the judinnent of it IONViT
eo rt. And the Supreme Court of Penn-
eylvania. in recently peening upon the.
case of the. hotorions murderer Hohnes,
says that no substantial error 11:141 been
committed. This is very good sense.
No new trial should be grant Ni utiles
the accused has been deprived of justice.
during las trial in the lower court.
The Anti-Tram-konvention just held
in Wisconsin was of the opieirm that
the great neajority of tie nips eye-
tematically avoid work and take to the,
road because it is an easy way to live in
idliness. It was ace ordiery recom-
mended by the Conventicle t 'at pro-
visiou be made for a judicie eystem
of labor for tramps and all re r pris-
oners in county work honna e • et dee-
where. Wieconsin has selectee a plan
that may he pronontieed
BIG BATICE ON.
Walton nd James Unseated in
the Senate
I'lie Rouse Unseatg rutin.
Speelat to the' NaW Intel
Frankfort, Ky., March 11.-3:13 p. m.
The stormaat scenes that have Leen en-
acted during the present seseion took
place toalay in Loth the Senate and the
Honne
The wildeet excitement ha,' prevailed.
The battle between the Democrats
and Republicans ix still in progress.
The House has already unseated
Kaufman.
The Senate haa nuseatea Walton and
Jamer.
No joint 1 allot Lae been taken.
A RAIKOAD 10 CADIZ
Cadiz people have flattering mopeds
of commupication with the outside
world by means of a railroad. Three
propmetions are on foot. The Cadiz
Telephone says :
"Prominent capitalists of Paducah
have their eye on the trade of this sec-
tion, and have stated to men who . live
here, who know business and do not
tell everybody all they know, that tbey
&lore to deflect business in that direc-
tion. They are willing to build the
road or take slink liberally in the enter-
prise, auel build a road from Cadiz to
Cobb Station, a distance of Me or 10
miles, over as good country ale can be
found; or perhaps to Cerulean Spring&
which affords the advantage of uot
having to incorporate in beat one county.
and the. distance but a mile or two more,
say 1.1 miles by actual survey, over a
dead level country. Another is from
Cadiz to Grady, twining trains a die-
tauce of 12 miles and meeting every
train that reaches there. The other is
the Cairo az Cuniberland Gap road, run-
hig East and West the entire length of
the State. This latter is an embryo
state, and if feasible has many friends.-
A GROSS INTRIS
The publication in the current inure
of the, Glitegow Times does a ',creates in-
justice. to the officiale of the. Western
Asylum few the.
The paper estretegly inthiantele that E.
Holeman, inmate et imitate
nen, tame to Id. death by feed iiipates,
lir. II. F. Mager tanned the N
Isftloo this neonate/ and heeteliel llee.
rge utt.•rly (else.
Ibeleinuie hail net Weill 4)f wentlexy
wag leaviug the. breakfaxt tat-
ble and fell to the tamer, etriking his
lead a heavy blow. Ht. was re ved to
his bed and all possible. medical assis-
tance rendered. but liee died shortly at-
terwarde.
Hie remains we,re shipped to tax rela-
tives in Glaagow. The only marks on
his body were a cut on the head caused
by the fall and a slight opening in the
neek made neceseary in the enaelehning
process.
Holeman was under the, charge. and
treatment of Dr. Eugene Smith. a cone
petent phygician and honorable man.
He wrote the facts in the. east, to the
family of the dead lunatic.
According to Dr. Eager, the Tiniest'
publication is entirely without founda-
tion and and should be. corrected imme-
diately.
-
‘I hat tio rit Breeders Ssy.
We, the undersigned, ( ()resider Mr.
T. L. Gritliamai Jack, Monarch, a very
fine breeder. His colts are large., of
fine fern* anti good color. He is also a
sure foal getter.
Geo. W. Bowles, Cleary, Ky.,
Alex Fulcher, Fairview, Ky.,
.1. L. Wright, Pembroke, Ky.,
//v.,...././60/1111/1111/8.1-'
its shirt on the honest, sensible efforts
of the local warehoneemen to place the
adv teenage* of the Hopkinsville market
before the people. Double leaded, with
scare head, it reprinted the NEW ERA'S
item regarding Mr. Phelps' paper and
:Kays:
I It simply allows a deterniination on
the part of Hopkineville to build up
that market at the expense of the; one,
and we he.re sound the alarm, believing
that our warehousenien are far too
eagacious and wide-awake to sit still
and permit such an effort to bear fruit.
In its tenurial columns the Chronicle
contains the following :
The Princeton Banner's lateet issue ie
twelve pages, the four extra page* beiug
elevated to a boom for Hopkineville OA a
tobaceo nutrket It is a vezy creditable
issues-Louisville Times, March 7.
The above ito not the instance alluded
to in Saturday's steno of the Leaf
Chroei-le of this new metod of booming.
the Hopkinsville Tobacco Market. It is
another. That, dee and other instances
which have come under our observation
eetablish conclusively the fact that there
n a wholesale aud systematic plan of
this kind being adopted by the ware-
heueemen of Hopkineville. One thing
is certain the Oohed-omen of Hopkins-
Title are. not unmindful of the impor-
tance in these clays of ths judicious use
of ink and type. The palmiest days of
this market, it may be remarked, were
Shen warehousemen regularly patron-
ized the advertising columns of their
home papers, and supplied them regu-
larly with reports of their sales.
Services Held Sunday.
The local Endeavoe Societies held
prayer meetings Sunday evening which
showed, conclusively, the great increase
of Internet and enthusiamm of the mem-
bers. All five modelle"; held missionary
meetings, which were well attended end
extremely interesting. The leader of
the Ninth Street Presbyterian Society
meeting had prepared a paper on St
rick, which was followed by paper. on
other great missionary heroes. Suitable
byname were sleeted, and withal tlee
meeting Was most profitable.
The Christian Church Society, I ti their
cousideration of the mismionary topiem,
premented an interesting article on the.
great ineudouary Judson, and had re-
'sate from their Inisiienarleig in India
and Mexico. Interesting talks on gen-
eral missious were made by sverul mem-
ber&
The C. P. Endeavorers held a muse-
cration missionary meeting, which
proved of such interest that all who de-
sired could not take part for want of
time. Many interesting talks on mis-
sionary conseseratione were made. The
attendance was unusually good.
The Epee-opal Endeavorers. their
regular missionary meeting, held a most
excellent meeting. The collection in the
unite Loxes netted u considerable sum,
aud the interest manifeeted waif eneour-
The }arta Presbyterian Society had
interesting talks on missions, awaken-
ing enthnsiaem for the noble soldiere of
the crofts in foreign land& A groat deal
of missionary interest has been awaken-
ed by the Endeavor Societies.
THE PROP• IR TIRE
'When the most benefit is to be derived
front a good medicine is eraly in the
year. Thai ie the season when the tired
body, sveakened organs .and nervous
system year for a building-up medicine
like Hood's Sarsaparilla,. Many wait for
the open spring weather and, in fact.
delay giving attention to their physical
(enidition so long that a long edge of
sickness is inevitable. To rid the Neaten'
of the impurities accumulated during
the winter season, to purify the blood
and to invigorate the whole eystem,
there is nothing equal to Hood's Surma-
parilla. Don't pnt it off, but take Hood's
Sarsaparilla now. It will do you good.
Read the tectimoniale published in be-
half of Hood's Sarsaparilla, all from re-
line-Ile grateful people. They tell the
story.
Diseased blood, eonstipation, and kid
ney, liver and bowel trouble e W."! curedby Karl's Clover Root Tea.- For sale by
t'. Hardwirk.
'7 • .• .."..eaala77,77-e.aa
Gladness Comes
With a better underetandiug e,f the
a a traneient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish beforc propct ef-
f orta nt le ie ff orts--- p I ea.sa n t effort *-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that DO many frtrms of
sickneen are not doe to any actual dis-
ease. but simply to a constiptitcdomdi-
tion of the system. which the pleasant
family laxative. syrupof tag& prompt-
ly remove& That is why it ie tile only
remedy w ith mill item; of families. and it
everywhere eeteemed so highly by all
who value. good health. Its beneficial
effects are. elue to the fact. that it ie the
one remedy which promotes internal
elearilinesa without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in carder tee get its belle-
tires' effects, to note when you pur-
chase. that you have the genuine arti-
cle. which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia leig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of rood health.
and the system is regulair. laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed If
afflictea with any actual disease. one
may be commended to thi. most skillful
physicians. but If in need of a laxative.
one should have the best, and with the
wellanformed everywhere. syrup of
Fias standee higleeat and ie mon largely
used and gives meat general nnisfaction.
s
A Roddy Vaw
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FINE TAILORING,
Spring and Summer
GoodsReceived.
Good suits and honest made clothing at pricce,
ize with the times
"r. Got-mein,
mon-
NINTH STREET.
Stock Sale. .
. . . at J. M. Ren-lnw
. & Son's Stable
On Saturday Apr, 4. 1896
and on Firet and Third Sattirelayte in each month thereafter. All person
having Homes, Mules, Cattle, Hoge, or stork of any kind to sell would do
well to bring them to us, and pereseme desiring tee purchase anything of
the kind are eespectfully invited to attend these. sales.
• •CHARGES REASONABLE. To (genial.. our (-weenier: to make
their wante known, we have provides! a REGISTER in which thew hav-
ing stock to sell, or wanting to buy, may rezister their wantec.
Respectfully, J. M. RENSHAW & SON, Hopkiinville, Ky.
17-41g .4 " •••.„ ,
Alje. ataseesean s.
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TfirtfftriMfftfttft???Mtft“ttrnitti,P
Just Think of It.
From now un•i I the first of February you
E can liny bry Goods and Fancy Gouda of any
dem•rinl ion from
E T. WIJONES
cH KAI ER thee any Dn 0 ed. Bosse la Souther() gen-
e"- t,a ,•k y wool of
Sheetings,Domestks,WhiteGoods
And Lmbroideries1.fir.t &see and at p•10.4 a tl t ern bp 11,010 . Dot rseWIWPdp•etty Eaubrooterees D aud Drees
h• Stade oecone.ce iy 11.1/ t io e.II St fi e el my pressbefore tee o g, anti I Ohl malt« II yutir lot-re-4 Is do bee
I r •••• • Ice, we,
ruy pro-e• Shee"nee end Din.,•
...-Itor• 1.113)4 1/4V
T. M. Jones. I
ET YOUR
CEP 1 ES
—From—
J. M BULLARD.
Mail, street, ext door to Kentuckian office.
A full line of staple and fancy groceres. Pay highei4
market prices for country p•odure. Free delivery at aU
'lours to any part of the city. Telephone 91 .
•
hi GEO. A. CLARK, Manager.
CLARK MERCHANTTAILOR,
(Sn0000sor to Jno. Y. 0 we i ey .)
A fIrst-o'aa• line of Fo-eIgn and Dom stic Good, al
any& en bind.
SOUTH MAIN STR V—
etairs, over Hopper Bros.
FOR  FURNITURE
Ino. R. Kitchen,
N3 8, Main St, ElopkinsWel ICv.
' a. • mo:t ,rnplete stock rye,. offered
in this city. Cheav for ci sh, Call and 15Xil.1fliPtt ?VW
vtock before bug kr
4 ) Wrn. DUCK' F: R FUN E RA L DI-
ECTOR AND EMBALMER
s7141W C) 11-4.. MK. X' CUE& 131141 •
The Leader
Has Moved to
105 Main St.
* * * * * *
Where we will be pleased to we onr
m uay friends .
Our entire stock offered for less than
cost. Give us a call, We can save yoLi
money,
THE LEADER.
Mme Fluette Levy, M'g'r
Eorrim'ssianer's Sale!
Viristian Cilcuit Cou t, Ky.
S. R. lirumbsugh.
W. T. Tandy 1
again.t Kinky.
lie enter Ilf sold order Ilf 11/11-,
of the *anon,' ieretiet , rendered 111
1111' Meptelidier 1. rlii thereet. lea, in lie.ien CHOW. I shall Ilitla.ovit 11/ offer for stet'
oil the V.,tlel 111111111• floor, lIonklii•S III.
„ t hi' hi ;who. nuelIol,
Monday the 6th day of April
1.11/41 at II ii'cliock Is. en., tir thereabout. I bellis4 °Mil, l'iloart day, Mein us ere.III 1of It 11/ 12
111.111i1111, 1111Y 101111,11i1“ deseril.e.1 proper')to-it it :
line inlet Of /11 acres and II poles of land
tying on the north shle of the old Canton
turnpike road about two miles W•4441 of HopkinstlIle, Kt. A11111 stn. acre trusei of !nod
on Mouth Aide of said riled nilid n41.041111'14,the flrut I truss t. liclth of said t rnet PI ofland N ere 1/11r1.11/11111•11 by mend Crunaluntisthfront H. Lea is' heirs send iierup14.1 14,
'ru !mug I. est it ..tock farm for 11401%44thbr•.1 hrir444,41. Th114 I/1 a lalel) 11111pro‘pil
111/14.11 undiveryis &inside, desirable, or suf-ficient hereof to prothice the tunes of
 y ordered to be 111111111. ming tog; -!acme. For t lie purchase pi 14.... the purehut.
r mast eavellli- ti441141 V. It ti mitres.,
..r 1/4•ft11111( legal interest fr  th.
(Ito of tuile until paid. mid less lug the fore .
and etfeet of a Replet in Bond. Bidders Sell Ibe prepared to ronipl) pr pt ly Ith there
W. I'. Whifree.
Master ,,,,,
ATENTS
Caveats, and Tradestiae- obtained and all Pat-
ent buonest conducted f,f •400 ttttt /Eta.
OWE OFFICE HI OPPOSITE U, P °remit
and we canoe' or. patent In kall Ilaba char those
remnte from Washin*t...n.
Send mwdel, drawing or photo., with deserip-
ti..n. 14% • advise, if patentabl• or not, ties of
charge. Our tee not dos till patent is Is, caned.
A PallePHIAT..*Ifolle to Obtain Patents," itht.ost la/1111 in the b. mai tereyin counts.es
free, Addreme,
C.A.13NOW 8600.
OPV. Parallel. eelCa. O. C.
• •••••••••••••.wwwwww•ven•
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K G. Sebree, of Henderson, is in
the city.
Mr. Jack
Clarksville.
Mr. Ben Humphries, of Fairview, was
here to-day.
Mrs. W. H. Jesup, of Fairview, is
shopping in town.
Mies Katherine McKenzie 14 visiting
realatives at Oak Grove.
Mises Nettie Edmunds ha ss r, tartlet
from a visit to friends at Graeey.
Mr. Dick Candle. of the Newstead
neighborhood, was in town this week.
Mr. Milton Gant, who has been in the
city several weeks, returned Sunday
to Owensboro.
Tobin has reinrned from
Dr. B. E. Vaughn. of Sebree, is in the
city.
Mr. Thos. Edwards, of Clarksvile,
in the city.
Mr. W. J. Cowan returned from Mad-
isonville to-day.
iree-seee•'.1
• e'er:O.,-
tt•(.4,040.4 :43444........00soo_
 
MONEY GONE
$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the pootoffice In HopitInaville
as second-emus mail meteor.
k,ia,Merch13 18911
COURT DIRECTORY.
CIRCUIT COURT—First Monday in June
and fourth, ktolidaY in February and Sep-
tember.
eirsirn RLT COCIrr—Second Mondays
in Januery. April. July and October.
FbaCAL COURT—First Tuesday in April
and October.
CONTY Cocur—Pirst Monday in every
mouth.
HOME 10 SOIETY
Mr. J. N. Siek, of White Plains, was
in town Monday.
Mr. Jim Hoosier returned yesterday to
Madisouville.
Mee Jennie Winfree returned to-day
from Paducah.
Cadiz Couple in
Clarksville.
'A MODERN ABRAHAM.
Wonderful Esc.oe
Children.
of Two Dr. V. M. Mt tcalfe
Dead.
nIhat a variety of romance the Terr-
ai 1 column of a newspaper suggests:
Seturday the DAILY .NEW Ella briefly
meetioned two young Cadiz persons as
anuing the city's visitors. Yesterday
tee paper chronicled the fact that the
Mr. Carl Schlamp, of Henderson, -itelsair had eloped and married. and now
the guest of Mends here. re , ing the pair another interesting
story is afield.
Shortly after the preacher had pro-
nounced the words linking the destiny
of the Trigg countians, the ermine wild-
eyed and trembling with excitement.
presented himself at the police head-
quarters and told a story of an ',ancient
and fish-like" variety. He stated that
his hip pocket had been cut open by
some villianious Clarksville citizen and
pocket book containing a check on the
Carliz bunk and five dollars in cash
stolen. Besides this proptuty the alleged
thieves had robbed him of a gold watch
and chain.
Having no clue to work on, the police
had some difficulty in investigating the
ease, but ex-Chief Stafford finally found
the watch in possession of a Dr. Gael-
man. This man proved ownership by
exhibiting a bill of sale, signed by Dan-
iel, for the time piece. He had paid the
Cadiz man $150 for it. The oftleers
were unable to find the check and mon-
ey. They believe that Daniel is a no-
toriety seeker and do not believe tin
Mr. W. H Simmons, of Greenbrier, tale he told about being robbed.
is
was here this morning.
Mr. H. C. MeGoodwin, of Princeton,
was in town to-day
Misses Cecil Holloway and Susie Mc-
Comte*, of the county, are visiting Mrs.
Fannie May Owsley, in Louisville.
Messrs. Jesse Hodson and Joe Jarrell,
of Clarksville, were in town Wednesday
afternoon.
Mrs. John Gaines, who has been vis-
iting relatives in the city, returned
home Wednesday.
Dr. John Bell, of Bell. Ky.. was in the
city yesterday. His many friends were
glad to note his convalescence from a
recent serious attack.— [Clarksville
Times.
Mn. S. H. Clarke. who has been vis-
iting her 50d, Mr. W. W. Clarke, left
for Hopkinsville at noon. She was ac-
companied as far as Henderson by Mrs.
W. W. Clarke. —Owensboro Inquirer.
Mr. William L. Rogers, of Louisville,
ley., a brother of Mrs. James R. Wood,
in :spending the week in the city in the
interest of Bradstreet's Agency, of
which he is the representive in South•
ern and Western Kentucky.
Among those from a distance who at•
tended the funeral of Mrs. Fainter E.
tirvuub/ey were Musses Minim's. McKee,
Aunts McKee, Fannie Itogere Sore
R0111•1•11. Mag Brumfield, Lute Greve**
and Laura eleven. Mesdames Lem
McKee, ft. A. Rogers, H. A. Rogt•ne all
of Hopkinsrille, Mr. and Mr*. John
Brame, Walter and Dan Clagett, of
South Christian.e-Elltton Progress.
•••••••••—••—•••--
MATTERS IN V ARIE I Y
Buckner & Owsley real estate and in-
earance.
For good serviceable winter shoes,
give Jeff Morns a traL -
New York early ruse potatoes 60 cents
per bashel at Forbes & Bro.
Boots and shoes neatly and promptly
repairedby Jeff Morris, Main St.
Horss Fr a Rierre—On East Seventh
St, near College. Apply at this office.
Best sewed half soles $1, same tacked
75 cents, at Jeff Morris, shop over
Hooeer & Ballard's.
Try a can of Hopkins' Steamed Hom-
iny I hulled cord.) It is delicious. Full
quart 10 cents.
For biliousness, to regulate the
bowels" and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
box at draggest.
Thousands have tested the great build-
ing up power of Hood's Sarsaparilla and
have found renewed strength, vigor and
vitality in its use.
10,000 hone wanted. Highest market
;MOP paid. Tom Williams
wJt Trenton, Ky,
T. F. Collins handles the best Oak
Hill awl Providence coal. ,Oivis it a trial
Office corner i3th and B. B. Streets.
Feb 1 W. 4 M
Dr. Ayers positive cure, a home treat.
anent for ladies. Call for free samples
at Mrs. S. H. Harrison's boarding house.
leteettw4t
Sherwin Williams' paints have been
sold here for .610 years. They cover more
surface and last longer than any other.
Forbes & Bro., sell them. este-
The Leaven homeateeel has been sub-
divided Into a atunber of splendid roe-
Wont* Iota, which are now for sale on
assay term* Apply to Henry and Lear.
all eillesttf
WANTED .—Travellog or local taloa.
man to mill our goods on commission
lido lino or exelusively. Liberal terms.
The Howard Oil sod I. reitso• Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Oleasdai and reptiries by Powright
Um tailor and cutter. Panel made from
5.00 to $15.00. OWN hem S19 to $110,00.
trW011til Iltrf•••• opposite Now Kra.
A new theory in the treatment ofl
mantic lung and bronchial affection*
ka. teats advanced by the manatee-
hirers of Dr. Boll's Pine Tar Honey
di ii truly a wonderful rem-sly. A
Isogon s ell it on a positive guarantee.
Why suffer with Coughs, Colds and
lasOripp• when Laxative ammo
Quinuie will cure you in one day. Does
not produce the ringing in the head
like Sulphate of Quinine. Fut up in
tablets +onvenient for taking. Gowan-
to cure, or money refunded. Prim
0 Cents. For sale by L. L. Elgin, Hop-
kizsaville, Ky. d2m
Pay Your Tax.
If those owing poll tax for 1895
want to avoid being put on the de-
lis:leant list the tax must be paid before
April 10.
&twit Mc J. Thais, S. C. C.
Awarded
Mistiest Honors—Weed's Fair,
cREAm
BAKING
POWDER
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pore Grape Cream ef Tartar Powder. Free
"MRS THE STANDAADe. —A/east or any ether aberrant,
Tom Parks has been taken for confine-
merit to the Asylum near this city. His
insanity is on an unusual and sensa-
tional form.
He has been very much exercised
lately over religioneand has been great
ly irapresed with Abraham's offering of
Isaac as a sacrifice.
As told by himeelf on the witnees
state!, and as borne out by other wit
tweets, a day or two ago he felt move(
to offer his little boy as a sacrifice, feel-
ing that the Lord. had commanded. lb
took the urchin to a woodpile, and, whe!
asked by the youngster what he intend-
ed to do with him, gave him an evasive
answer and placed him on the wood. lit
raised his weapon to slay the boy when
his eye fell on a ble diug chicken lying
near, which his wife had killed It oc-
curred to him that the Lord had substi-
tuted a sacrifice in the chicken, and he
lowered his knife and released the
youth.
Questioned if he really intended to
kill the boy he replied that he most cer-
tainly did, am it was a divine command
for him to do so.
What would have bisini a horrible
death for two small negro children at
Trenton was uvortisi by the timely ar-
rival of Mr* George McElwain. About
3 o'clock in the afternoon Mrs. WEI-
Wane WIJ4 Attracted to a cabin titer th,
house by loud (*enema, and rushing to
the place saw clouds of smoke coming
from within, says the Elkton Times.
She hastily rescued the children just hi
time to save them from a terrible fate.
It 'teems that they had been playing
with the fire and the clothes of one
caught, frightening and causing it to
run to the bed, where both were found
badly, though not fatally burned. Th(
bed was almost a mass of smoukiering
fire, and what kept it from blazing is a
mystery.
Mn1 J. A. Kennett, in his old age, is
withent home and money.
He is poor and very old. For a num-
ber of years he has been living alone on
a small tract of land four miles West of
Crofton. By hard work he succeeded
in making enough from the products of
his little farm to comfortably furnish
the home in which he lived.
Realizing that before long his feeble
health and old age would prevent him
from an active struggle for his daily
bread, he had been saving a portion of
his meager earnings.
He bad carefully hidden in the house
to guard against the possible Invasion
of thieves, three hundred yid twenty
dollen, all in bills of small denosnina-
t lone. This al tioaut repreoentad his sav-
ings of probably ton your'.
Early yestenlity trionautt, after lock-
ing his doors and fastening WI win-
dows', he left home to tio some on
a neighterring farm. When he :te:tuel
In the afternoon he found only a heap
of maims and mniouldering muftis where
his house had stood.
The dwelling and all its contents had
beets completely destroyed by fire. This
miefertnue falls heavily on the old man.
Besides the money, the loss from the
house and furniture will amount to
about $2,500. There was no insnranet•
on any of the property.
How the tire originated is a niystery
Mr Kennett, before leaving that morn-
ing, estisigniahed all the coal. bi the
cookhig stove arid there hail boon no
tiro lo the erosive,
It I. 1•0110Ve41 by many that the house
was liy thieves' who, knowirig of
the old iusts'is absence, had 0411011 his
burtirril the 'I wi'l It tij I,, order
iketroy any clue that mold lead to
t capture.
Iniliguetkni Is often taken for con.
pumption. The wind constimpt los
mane westing away, rinil rlyropoptie•
often wade away as badly MA coinnimi.•
those.
The roman' people waste away is be•
canoe nither they don't get **weigh to
eat, or they don't digest what they do
eat.
If the latter is your trouble, take
Shaker Digestive Cordial. Thie will
help you to digest your food and stop
your Ions of flesh.
Shelter Digestiue Cordial is made
from herbs, barks and the juices of fruit.
by the well-known Shakers at Mount
Lebabon. It possesses great tonic and
digestive powers.
Shaker Digestive Cordial has cured
many supposed consumptives who
were really dyspeptics), by simply help-
ing their stomachs to digest their food,
thus giving them nourishment and new
strength.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottled ten
cents.
-••••••••••-
FEW SUITS TRIED.
Very few cams of interest to the gen-
eral public have been tried in the Cir-
cuit Court this week.
The case of W. W. Ware vs. Time.
Collins for $144 for rent resulted in a
verdict of $89 and costs for the plaintiff.
Addison Pendleton, colored, who
sued N. A. L:nett for failing to pro-
vide him with a wagon to deliver water-
myelitis in was given one cent by the
fere.
One cent and rents was given Re-
heed i Waddill, who sued Geo. MeRey-
nolda for breach of et ntrect.
The damage suit ( f young Brasher
against Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kugler was
continued
•••• •
. • '`
HAD BEEN ILL FOR WEEKS
The End Came Peacrfully at
No)n Yesterdriv.
At noon yesterday the spirit of Dr.
Volney Minor Metcalfe fled from it Ft
temple of clay.
The death of this good man, while not
nnexpected, will make the community
sad. He had been -exceteingly ill for
more than a month and for two weeks
his life had been hanging by a slender
thread. About dusk Wednesday his
pulse temporarily ceased beating and
it was thought that he had expired, but
he revived anal passed a fairly comfort-
able night. This yeeterdley his condition
changed for the worse and his beloved
family, gathered around the bedside,
awaited with aching hearts, the visit of
the death angel.
During his long sickness, Dr. Metcalfe
was a great sufferer, but he passed
Away quietly.
The serviving members of his family
are his wife, (laughter, Mrs. A. Hille,
and four sons, Messrs. Charles, George,
Thomas and John Metcalfe.
Dr. Mc tcalfe was a native of our
neighboring State of Tennessee, and
was born in McMinn county, the Eas-
tern portion of the State, on the 5th
lay of November 1832. In 1855 he
married Miss Ellen Killebrew, of Mont-
comer county, Tenn., and he lived for
a good ninny years near the Christian
--()u.iay line, devoting his time to fann-
ing. In 1863 he acquired a large and
valuable interest in a big cotton manu-
facturing establishment in the South.
At the close of the war between these
United States and the Southern Con-
federacy he removesi to Nashville Tenn.,
to look after his cotton interests, where
he lived several years, and moved to
Hopkinsville Ky., where his home has
since been and where he died. He en-
eaged in mercantile business of
several kinds at different times.
Much of his time was devoted to
preaching the gospel as a minister of
the Christian Church, and was an able,
eloquent, earnest and forceful preacher.
He traveled extensively for several years
its several of the Northern, Wooten' and
Southern Status in the intermit of a very
valuable fertiliser which he hall inven•
net and put upon the market. Its cone
pimple parts were of inch nutritious and
orengthening powers that mord bene•
;Weil results were experienced by all of
Iii,' farmer; who used it. He delivered
during his trips many instructive and
interesting 1,et tiros on agricultaral
chemistry.
Dr. Metealfe's grandfather, John
Metcalfe, was the eldest of nineteen
children. His father wits kisled in the
Revolutionury WIlr, leaving Min the
care of his large family, all of whom
lived in Virginia. Wishing to bettor his
osmilititin, he, 111 company with Daniel
Bonne, Mike Stoner and others insight
their way, undergoing great hartimitiler.
111 the then dark and bloody er nincl of
Kiestueky. Jelin Metealfe settled near
Paths, Ky., in IDOL Here Charing, Ow
father of V, M. Metcalfe, e as torus in
1793 In 10114, Charter married Jane
Baylor Chilton, daughter of Rev.
'rlitrlitios Chilton, a noted Ilaption mach.
cr. In POOL Thome. I nilltoti, Jr eld•
Pet *on of Rev. Thomas Chilton, moved
to filmic inaville, Ky , where he for many
years practised law, oeciudotially
preaching for the Baptist folks. He was
finally induced to devote his whole time
to the ministry. While in Kentucky he
twice represented his district in Con-
germ. and was regarded as a forceful
and successful preacher, an aide lawyer
and a shrewd and popular politician.
One of his brothers, Dr. Minor Chilton,
died in 1e.341 at Trenton. Another broth-
er. Dr. Lucian Chilton, who died in
Pembroke in 1860, was a man of
marked ability, having creditably
Beauty/ Found
and in
Purity Cuticura
Pole ',IRMA... Ob• oteriel. 1045.15 &mob / Cr.'.
lifiC.:U.troroird-ati.lx.,etdoc...eArwS•
reamwasmsones
Highest Of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U.S. Gov't Report
AELSOLIMIELV PURE
FARM NOTES
Pieces Interesting to
Planters.
spIRIT FLED., served in the Kentucky Legislature, and
to him is largely due the location of the WORJS ABOUT THE WEED
Western Kentucky Asylum for the In-
' sane near this city. His first wife was
l a Miss Tribble, an aunt of Mr. Samuel
Fox, of this city, and his second wife
was a sister of Mrs. V. M. Metcalfe.
Mr. V. M. Metcalfe's grandmother on
his father's side was a sister to Gover-
nor Oweley, and his maternal grand•
mother was a sister of Hon. Jemee Bled-
saw. Thomas Metcalfe, who was his
great-uncle, was regarded 1141 one of the
very best Governors the State of Ken-
tucky has ever had.
Mr. V. M. Metcalfe was educated at
the Alabama Institute and lloritt Col-
lege, and was a man of wide informa-
tion.
The community loses a ;valuable anal
and highly esteemed citizen, whose
place will be exceedingly hard to fill.
He was a true anal consecrated christ-
ian, and did a great deal of effective
work in the Lord's vineyard, and WWI
instrumental in waving many souls. He
was a devoted husband, affectionate
and indulgent father and a faithful and
true friend. His chief object was to
render home happy. He was gentle and
kind toward all with whom he came in
contact, yet, with an nefiinching tena-
city, firmly held to what he deemed
right. He VMS upright, faithful and
honest in all the small affairs of life, as
well as in more important matters. He
never forfeited his word nor betrayed a
trust. He wes a man of great worth,
and wes a kind-hearted, unselfish, hos-
pitable and whole-remled man, and his
many admirable traits of character en-
deared him to ell who knew hint well.
Live Stock Market—Broker
Boales' Rent.
A Ot a 5UOOE:4TION.
A vt ry large acreage of tobacco will
be set in this and other counties of Eas-
tern Kentucky this *Lemon, Kays the
Grayson Bugle, and we fear the error of
late year will be repeated. Too much.
too Lee and badly frost bitten. Why
not Fiti about half as much, getting it
out ecily or me at all, cultivate it well,
keep it free from worms, raising a valu-
able article and getting twice as much
per pound for it, thus saving half the
grouue, half the tailor and still get ae
much ready reedit
BROKER BOA EINIRT.
elophiluiville, Ky., March 12, 006.
The Kentucky New Era ;—
The tobacco market opened this week
with a full board of buyers and with an-
imated bidding. Offerings 'largely cone
uum grades. The tone was better ou
cot:lune:1 leaf. While lugs were easy
and medium to fine leaf steady to firm.
The breaks were crowded with farmers
and dealers from this and surrounding
counties, and were highly pleased with
the sales. Receipts are increasing and
by April first there will be larger Kates.
Nisiters :—M. Griffin, New York ;
Chas. (earth, Louisville; C. H. Bell, Mr.
Pitt, John and I), kteMurry,
Tenn.; J. Smith, Mr. Beach and others,
Clarkev ille.
Lngs common, $1 00 to $1 50; Medi-
um, $1 75 to re. MI; good, $275 to gfi 00;
One, SS 00 to $4 On.
The Johnson-Gor- Leaf—comae-an, VI to $5; medium, $61
man Wedding.
IT WAS A BIG SURPRISE
Various Matters of Considera-
LI! Local Interest.
Mr. James V. Johnson and Miss
Elizabeth Gorman were joined in mat-
rimony. The ceremony was performed
at half past eight o'clock by Rev. H. C.
Settle in the parlor of the bride's home,
on North Main street. Only the mem•
bent of the family were present,
The Pervive was abort but very pretty,
and at the emielnsion the couple left
immediately for Mr. Johnson's house
on Jesup Avenue,
The wedding was si great surprise to
even the intimate friends of the pair.
The first intimation that the public re-
eeived was through the paragraph pub-
lished in this paper Tuesday.
The bride ie the oldest daughter of
Mr. Frank T. Gorman. the well-known
merchant tailor. She is a pretty bru-
nette, bright and attractive.
Mr. Johnson is an excellent yoeng
man. He holds a responsible position
with Basset & Co. and has the full eon-
fidenee of his employers. He is popu-
lar with all our people.
The New ERA wishes the temple a
long and happy married life.
The Supreme Court at Nashville yes-
terday reversed the opinions of both
the Chancery Court and Court of Ap-
peals in the case of Capt. Thomas
Herndon, of Clarksville, in a suit which
involved his right to buy tobacco on the
Clarksville market, from which he h
been ruled by the Clarksville Tobacco
Board of Trade. The ease went
through two courts and Herndon lost,
and was taken to the court of last re-
sort, and Herndon won. The greatest
interest existed among the tobacco men
of this section.
It's the old, old story, says the Mays-
ville Ledger. Let an editor print a
thousand columns of compliment's about
an institution or an individual, and not
one person at intereat will have a single
"thank•yo" for him; but just lot Is
:mike the slightest mistake in regard to
that same institution or individual, and
the floodgates of abuse are at once
opened on him. The fact is, all the
people who know just how to run a
uewipaper so as to avoid errors are, ate
fortunately, always engaged in some
other business.
We have it from good authority that
an Elkton girl will astound the town its
a few weeks by riding her wheel in the
streets diked out in a bloomer costume,
says the Progreso. Muoh has beets said
rigninet bloomers here, but it thta girl
done us pair, the meet, we guarantee,
will stover open their lee 4114111 weird
alone But ohs ' hew jealous a few girls
would become anti how they would
talk.
Mr, Beisjainiti Coleman, a well•to-do
farmer, of the IleristIon noighborhood,
died Tneaday after a short Ultimo le,
Wail over eighty prays (ed.
Nerviness over the remain' will be held
at the lat. residence Wediiroday, Th.'
Internient will take plow In Clarksville,
Mr C011.19411 WWI is ugh Iy reapoef a'. I se
the (Immunity. Ile was an honest,
Christian man. He leavea a large fana•
ily and a hoot of Mende who are deeply
grieved at the death.
Mr. Thomae Barnett, one of the pie.
neez settlers of this county, died this,
week at his home near Lafayette, of ills
incident to old age. He hurl been in
feeble health for several years. He was
nine-one years old.
Dull and Unsatisfactory for New
Dark Tobacco.
THE. LOUISVILLE TORAC.00 MARKET.
This report is furnished the New EH
by Glover & Durrett, Louisville Tobac-
co Warehouse;
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 4,116 hhds. with re-
ceipts for the same period 2,260 hhds.
Salem on our matket since January, 1st.
amount to 40,810 hhds. Salem of the
crop of 1895 on oar market to this date
amount to 40,424 hhds.
The market remains (lull and unsatis-
fat tory for new dark tobacco except for
such hhde as have extra length or de-
cided merit. The following quotations
I fairly represent our market for darktobacco 1895 crop;
Teeth.  $1.00 to $1.150
Common to med. lag.  1.00 to 2.00
Dark, rich lugs, ex. quality. 2.00 to 8.50
Common leaf  2.50 to 8.50
Med. to good leaf  3.60 to 5.00
Leaf of extre leveth    5.00 to 7,00
Wrappery styes  7.00 to 8.00
to 58; Food, Pi to le; fine, $10 to $12.
Wrappers--stogie, as to $19; plug. te
to $14. M. D. BALES, Broker.
11.0: BERT & !MEYER'S SALES.
Sales by Henbery &Ijhryer fur Mani,
11th wire as follows:
hhds. good to medium leaf at $7 50.
7 20, 7 10, 7 10, 7 00, 6 75, 6 24, 6 00.
5 hhes. common at 0 SO, 5211, 4 25.
4 26, 4 25.
Mark t about the same.
NIEL14014 & DAWNEY'$ selete.
Tobacco sales by Nelson & Dabney 'em
Mauch 11th.
15 hhds. leaf at $4 00 to $7 (ee
5 hhee. leaf at te 50, 900, 900, 10 00,
1000.
19 blids, luge at $1 50 to $3 50.
INSPECTOR SMITHoiOlera REM MT 
Weekly report of the Hopkineville
Tulare() Market for She week ending
Marvel II, Ism; :
frn• 
  41s)
Receipt,* for year,  17se
Sales fur week,  100
Sales for par,  021
(Verities for wersec,  241
D. F. Burrnsos.
eeniteit ivesete (*.sees.
Sake by Gaither & West (if 22 hhds.
March 11, 1896, as follows:
9 good to fine leaf, $11 50,1000,
10 00, 10 75, 9 70, 830, 10 00, 54 75, 900.
5 lihda, medium leaf, $7 73, 7 00, 760,
54 25, 8 00.
8 hhds., common ierif, $4 00, 3 30, 5 60.
5 00, 5 10, 4 25, 4 35, 5 25.
Offefingi4 consisted largely of COMI21011
and nondescript leaf and prices were
about the same as last week.
LIVE Rio s'IE MARKET.
Marth 4.—Cattle.—The
receipts of cattle were light to-day, but
the supply was fully equal to the de-
mand, as there were but few butchers
on the_ya.rde. The trading ruled very
slow throughout (lie (lay, but no per-
ceptable change in prices.
Extra ta The 'AI
1•114ilt 
....... :AL/ 3 r,
Best butchers 
  3 5og 3 ol.5
Fair to good butchers 2 754 3 r•
Carnotite.' to medium butt-here I 754 50
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags  I naliet 1 In
(toed to extra oxen   UMW 1140
Contrnalti to medium 02,111  I 4114 2W
Yeellera  Mfg ti 50
Stockers  1 75ter Ill.
Bulb'  I 511111 175
‘'eal valves  ..... Salts h
Cloth... in lie h cows 
  , tlegt• on
Fair to good Mitch colt* . tr(1/
1144/*•—ltretripts of hosts light. Mar.
kot Sc lower, boat leeriest anal mediums
$.1 I(); choice corn fed lights its prod de•
mend at around $1, a few .i'lhitsg s.
shade higher,
choler. peeking 111111 butchers. rle
01 210 14 104
Fair to good peeking, Po t. St th I 4.41 II.
(Pool to • xi rot I 1 b t Inn to mu lb 4 lire
Fat shoals, 110 to iron .......4 mai it,
Fat glo,..1*, DO to 1211111 , Om
Roughs. it* 1 to toli lb 1101,11
0 Sheep and Lambs,—Iteceipts light.
Market unchanged.
cited to extra 'shipping sheep ... $1 75144 III
nor to good  I Nog I 15
Contltion iii anetilium.. y11111.15 POI
11111•101  
 
01104 to
?Extra Senile Mittel I.a
YaSir ie algal „, , Oita ".•
C101111111111 II/ 111011111111 V (b1111
T11110111110 er , violets 4.
I eiesuiptlars l'aa No Carrell
I/ the nee of Mille:es Care. This wren
Uotigh Cure Is the Indy 'stomas reined
for that terrible disown, — Fur soli. by It
Ii Ilardwiek.
DELICATE "I!!N
FEMALE
REGULATOR.
11 18 A &WM TONIC and
exerts a wonderful influence in
strengtiortaing her system by
driving through the proper chan-
nel all impurities. Health and
strength are guaranteed to result
trod; Its use.
My wife was bedridden for eighteen months
after using EIRADFIELD'S FEMALE HEOU •
LATOR for ton months. Is getting well.--
J. M. JOHN-.0N. biolvern, Art:.
!MIDFIELD DEW LATOD CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Sold by all Druggists at 00 per bottle.
Valuable Real Estate For Sale.
Mrs. Eliza J. Fleming desires to sell
r reasonable priems and on reasonable
paynients the following describes! prop-
erty. lying in Christian County, Ky., in
the neighborhood of Howell and Hern-
don :
I. A tract or penile' of land near
Howell, Ky., containing 150 acres, 55
acres of which is timbered and balance
in cultivation. improvements consist of
a frame (beetling home containing
rooms, 2 cabins, stable, barn, etc. Ad-
joining farm of John W. Terrell, and is
11 miles South of Hopkinsville.
2. A lot in the town of Henidon, in
Christian county, which ham upon it a
cottage and a etore-room and a stable.
3. A tract of timbered laud in Flat
Lick. eontaining 50 acres.
4. A fine farm near Henition,
improved and in a tine mate of cultiva-
tion, containing between 500 and mes
acres of land.
For ternue prices and any further in-
Waist,uAi AND
Ii Susi a IA
pulsar Si rot
So Sleep, fog
th ' nu ism or ethos .0100011011
dru,., a
1
Is lb.
dtror,
l'otw.
discs
conclave
.•••••••••••••••••
IICURIAL fkl1Mr111111111MMIMMIMMM/1171????1/1/?!
+
'F of fl.. o-ual blood
ei system is tilled a.0 Mercury &MI
al illii•-41141rt to be dreeiel than the
I in a &bort r/j:ile is in to far 'worse d$0....
• ma bruin". The ecomnion result is
REiRIMATISM
for whIel 
- I+ core. A fewbottler e.6: tt,n-.1 relief where all Ogg has failed.I suflere.' !rein &severe attaek of Mercurial
Itbourns• ,-' ny amnia and ler, being -.wollento twiz-e natimal rise, causing the most
eXerbeia. • .5 pain.. I spent hundred, of dollorsWithout e -f, bid niter taking a few bottles of
I improved rapidly and am
now a well man..compiete-
ly cured. I can heartily
reeommend it to any one
ristroming from this painful
doware. W. F. 14 AUCT,_
Brooklyn Elevated it. R.
tha Troarl. I an,-1 t 4i- I >I.e.,. malteel free to mg,
• LA 1'1 tor1.1_11 A'Olout... 444
Special Notice!
To the rennet,* of Clarietiau, Todd and
Monte( u •ry Cuuntiee:
I lune- .eased the JOHN W. BARKER
MILLS for is term of five years and will
make a euecialty of custom grinding. I
have been running custom ruins for
twenty Venni and undenrtand my busi-
ness. If you will send me your wheat
and core to grind I will guarantee as
good remits as you will get frum any
mill in the Smith; also honest, square
and con '41 weights; quantity stud qual-
ity Itsf.04141 UM yam can get anywhere.
Prompt :Ind polite attention to everyone
and 110 at, iily at mills. Perfect satisfae-
tion gruaninteed in everything. Pieties-
give a trial; you will be satisfied. Will
also keep flour, meal and mill feed for
sale to Loth wholesale and retail trade.
Respectfully.
W. ti. Johnson,
West Fork, Ky. wt t'u*.toui Miller
holt -SALE
rho verewa Sprl.g• Prep-ry Cos
storm f 11144164 a R ilf Ler*.
Water-Works All Over The House.
Hotel building with 60 rooms all far-
reshot'. I meau all the furniture house-
hold and kitchen to run the botch The
property is located on the Ohio Valley
Railroad 16 miles from Hopkinsville,
Ky. Six trains per day, eounecting at
Princeton with Louisville and Wes-
tern Keetueky and at Hopkinsvilie
with tre• •. • coming front the North and
South. ely nation for selling is en ac-
count (if ly health, only. Am I have
mutate n:c•sey steadily there. Any per-
S011 to buy cell (ewe...spinet with
me at tee :lean springs on the preinisee
or Callia and Wallace, my agents, Hop-
kineville, Ky. To the right man I will
make easy tenni*.
Jt lin W. Stith,
Cerulean Springs,
Trigg County, Ky.
Chri-t
emlet
James V.
All pa-,(eta' of I;
hereby ti
erly vo•rtat.
Mar. 10. POI.
Circuit Con t.
' Joitreoon's Aoitu'r,
Den.
Notice to Creditors.
avl c me against I he. ea-
., t in H. Johnson, dee'd, ere
.1 to file atone Ill, me. prop-
.. on or before April It, lam
W. W I N FREE,
Master Coiner.
Dr. A. Boales,
3/31 1-` IV 'TX Eli gr.
OFFICle on Main Street in block opso
site First National Bank
lit 'NITER WOOD,
ATIi)RNEY-AT-LAW,
[Bicycle
Suits
as pretty a line as you will find in any
city Don't have to wait a wcek for
it either, and FITS just the same as
cricr of those you have sent from the
house, and cost you about $2.00 less
motic%\ •
SEE?
There is nothing like Getang on to
those that smack of the made-to-order.
Call and see thew. You will note the
diff(rence at once.
There will be
Black Sox, Tan Sox:
Brow n Sox, Blue Sox,
Mixed Sox, SOX ev-
ery color you can
think of for Sox. They
are regular price 15c,
Or 2 pair for 25c,
--400
Saturday's Price 
—roe
^011110
P1 00 per dozen,
See 
—41▪ 6
our north show-window.
r OX & BOULWARE
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Office • e Flipper n: stairs, over
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HERE
WILL YOU TAKE IT?
The qatection often arises after you
hey,. eoueulted the beet (not the
chart, 0 physical) you know, and
have receiymi his prescription.
It should go to the
Best Druggist you know.
One who will use only the right
kind of drugs, and will net ;ry to
fill it if lo• liastet the right eind.
It should go to a druggist
who Will exercise the greatest care
its getting the right drugs, and the
right quality, and will see that his
work is correct.
We Conduct our
Prescription Business
as tie. Lest dragged should, and this
is an ttli•tWO•T to the quest ion, " w here
will you take it
J. D. K. Oruqg St.
•
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FOir Your Face!
It . raumlna, off • l• rough. rod
frookipi. ' or pimpled, until haw bass.tu..
ropelage, let of orteaullts It'stIOlT US.' lo
utirt••• et. 'PS,. s., sad glad, loolouro
• sal 'misty um* sea.
Vkia Cream
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...Welt •
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0.C. biTTNER CO., TOLEDO, OttIO.
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We have just received
a line of samples for
bicycle suits. Will
make you a suit to or-
der from
$7 50 to 12 50
Pants $3 to $4 50
. ti. Apdersop & Co
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Cliii.OREN LOVE
0w -.:s  PINK MIXTURE
It hes teen used In the practice of •
;nen++us physician for.ivet len de•ri
for Teething and summer C.oea-
pl 1..1 e...ther it.. ulU be wittouut
It ont.d s se..und sumioer.
25c NO 50C 601.1111.
ALL DEALLR.S. 500K FRB&
F. IV OTD & CO., • Owensboro, Ky.
Beautiful.
We make your Windows pretty
Ma with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS
Your Houses
For smiler should look neat and
pr tty. We do the FINEST vs*.
PA I NTING, GRAINIG, GLASS I ...sea"
GILDING, HARD-WOOD FIN- "weei"
IS BING, and FRESCOING. We
aro
Responsible
-1
Libscribc for thc Weekly New EraMei guarantee our work. Writeor eall on us for eetimates on all
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We Have Just Received
Our Spring Line of
1 1 1 ,,11 55 1 61
g , • . , • 0,
• !
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V.FS• "6. al v6
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ntand$3shoes
Our Ladies
Shirt Waists
Have just Arrived. The
Handsom :sct Line Ever
Brought to the City!
laffimoth She Co.
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0 #:
. • .•
6 •
1.51:
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PECIAL
ALE of
OX for
prinE liats1
BOW on sale.
Full and comp:etc lice
in al grades
Nobbiest line of
TIFF Hats
in the city.
g s forATUR D'Y.
 4, Kn
‘
ox Ilats1
YES
—4:10
will be only
114MAilW°2. 
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A SUBLIME THEME.
"AM:: RICA FOR GOD" THE SUBJECT OF
OR. TALMAGE'S SERMON.
°nem Matteis@ Are Si...sutra' to Art and
mammaseseets. but :tourers 741Will Be war
Clad--Mmsaalesi That must Be Overcome.
Puss oe Campaign.
WAAHINCITTiN, March 8.-This dis-
course presents a sublime theme and is
of nailenul immertauce, and (-online
from the capital tof the nation must have
e stirring effect throughout the land.
Dr. Talmage chose ter his text Revela-
tion xiii, II, "And I beheld another
beast reeling up out of the earth. and
he had two horns like a lamb, and be
spake as a dragon."
Is America mentioned in the Bible?
Learned and comiecrated men who have
studied the inspired les oka of Daniel and
Revelation more than I have and nuder-
stand them better agree iu saying that
the laopard mentions1 in the Bible
nietent terecia, awl the bear meant Me-
the-Persia. aeil the lion meant Babylon,
and the beas; of the text coming up out
of the earth, with two horns like a lamb
and Use voice of a dragon, means our
country. betemse among other reasons it
SPerneill to come up out of the earth
when Colurabns discovered it, and it
has been for the niest part at peace like
a lamb unless assaulted by foreign foe,
in which cage it 11:111 had two horns
strung and sharp awl the voice of a
drama loud enough to make all nations
hear the neer of its indignation. Is it
teueonable ts suppose that God would
leave out from the proelleci es of his book
this whole western lieni espbere ? Si, no!
beheld another beast miming up out
of the earth, and he had two herns like
a lenole and be spakos am a dragon.''
Germany for scholarship. England
for nienufactories. France fie manners,
Egypt ler antiquities. Italy for pictures.
but America fur God.
I start with the cheering thought that
the met pspular boil; en earth today is
the Bible, the meet pepalar institution
en earth today is the church. and the
most popular name on earth today is
Jesuit. Right freer this audience hun-
dreds of men and icemen would, if need
be. march out and die for him.
Am I too confident in saying, "Amer-
ica fur God?" If the teed will help me,
I will show the strength and extent of
the long line of fortresses to be taken
and give you my reasons for saying it
can be doue and will be done. Let us
decide, in this battle for God, whether
we are at Bull Ran or at Gettysburg.
There is a Fourth of Julyish way if
bragging about this country, and the
neat tired and plucked bird that ever
dew through the heavens is the Ameri-
can eagle, ISO Intleb SO that MT. filadeitone
hard tome tacedionsly at Ilawarden, "I
hew Mist the fish iii your American
iakee are so largo that when one el them
is taken out the entire lake is percepti-
bly lowered." and at a dinner given in
Paris an American offered for a 'genii-
went, "Here is to the rutted States-
bounded on the mirth hy the aurora bo-
reults, on the 'south by the procession of
the omtnosea. eu the east by primeval
came and on the west by the day of
judgment." The effect of such grand-
loqueuce is to discredit the real facts,
which are so tremendous; they need no
• garnishing. The worst thing to no its
any cempaign, military or relit/iota, is
to underestimate an enemy, anti : will
bavo no par: in such attempt at belittle-
went.
To Be Taken For Cod.
This land to be taken for God, sc-
eordiug to Hassel, the statistician, has
14,210.967 square miles. a width and
a length that none but the Omniscient
can ispereciate. Four Europes per to-
gether and capable of holding and feed-
ing, as it will bold and feed, accourting
to Atkinsen. the settistician, if the
AtO1111 continues in existence and dies
nut run afoul of some other world or get
mainlined by the fires already burning
in the cellars of the planet-capable, I
bey, cf holding awl feeding more than
I emit, 0451,000 iuhabitants. For you mist
ses.-..-demeruber ot must he hell for God as
well as taken for Go!, and the last
e00,0; t0,000 inhabiter:4 mast not be al -
luwed to swamp the religion of the first
500,000,000. Not ;lamb use in taking
the f,rtresa if we cannot hold it. It
mast be held until the archangel's
tturcpet bids living and dead arise from
this feundering planet.
You must remember it is only about
7 0'4:leek in the morning ef our nation's
life. Greet cities are to flash and roar
among w Oat are called tbe "Bad Lands"
of the Dakotas awl the great "Colurn-
Iota elan's" of Washington state, and
that u a which we put our schoolboy tin-
ACTS in the map awl spelled out RS the
"Great American desert" is, through
systematic and consummating irriga-
tion, to bloom like Chatsvoorth park and
be made morn prodoctive than thole; re-
gions dependent upon wherein and
spasmodic rainfall. All those regiens,
as well as those regions already culti-
vated, to be inhabited! That was a sub-
lime thing said by Henry Clay while
croseiug the Allegheny mountains, and
he was waiting for the stage horses to
be rested, as he stood on a rock, arms
folded, looking off into the valley, and
semi one said to him, "Mr. Clay. what
are you trenking about?" He replied,
"I WU listening to the oncoming tramp
of the future genenit eon if America."
Have you laid our home missionary
scheme OD such an infinitude of male?
If the work of bringing one *out to God
is so great. can 1,000.000.000 be cap-
tured? In this country, already planted
and to be overcome, paganism has built
its altar to Brahma, and the Chinese
are already berniug incense in their
temples, aud Mohammedanism, drunk
in other days with the red WIDP of hu-
man blood at Lueknow and Cawnpur
arid now fresh from the diabolism in
Armenia, 111 trying to get a foothold
here, and from the minarets of her
mosques will yet mumble her blasphe-
mer, saying, "God is great, and Mo-
hammed is his prophet." Then there
are the Totem multitudes with no reli-
gioo ai aft They senrebip no God, they
live no consolation, and they die
with DO hope. Nii star of pests points
down to the manger in which they are
born, and no prayer is uttered over the
grave into which they sink. Then there
is ale holism; its piled op demijohns
and beer barrels and hegebeads of fiery
death, a barricade high and long as the
Allegbanies and Resikiee and Sierra Ne-
vales, pouring forili slay and night their
ammunition of wretchedness and woe.
When a German wants to take a drink,
tie takes beer. When an Englishman
rs ants to _Mire _a drink, he _takes._ ale.
When a fkeitc'nuran wants to take a
drink, he takes; whisky. But when an
Ameriean wants to take a drink he takes
anytinug be can by his heeds; on.
thee to lb threesome.
Plenty ot etatistice to tell how mach
money is arena in thes tenntry fir rem,
and how many demi:oar& die. Bnt who
W7:1 it:Ve Ds the sate:eel of how many
hears are crushed niter the heel of this
worst- demon of the centuries? Hew
many hopes blasted? How many chil-
dren trowel ont en dm world accursed
with the etietua of a debauched slices-
try? Until the worm 'if the distillery
Leconte.* the worm t lief never dies; and the
awoke of the heated wine vats becomes
the !smoke of the torment that necendeth
op forever and ever! A Icaholiane soccer
ing-not with !mud uplifted toward
heaver, for front that direction it can
get trio help. hat with right hand stretch-
ed Me se ton artt the perdition from
which it CdIDO NI- swearing that it
will er.t ePatte as long as there are any
homesteads to deo Ise]. any niaguificent
men and women to destroy, any immor-
tal scuds to damn, iiey inure iIstii,Iis ti
balk, any more civilizations to extin
guide
Then there is what in America we
mill ;socialism in Prance maninunismi
and in Rossi.; 'idiotism, the them
names. for tete and the ',erne thing, and
having tint two Mr:rinse in its creed.
Fire, Iberia is
 no 4its1; second, there
shall be no rights if property. One el
their chief dournalm printed this senti
metro "Dynsrotte eati he made out 01
the dead tastiest of capitalists as well 2,
out of home. '' 4 Me if the loaders of corn
monism left inscribed tin his prier
wall, where he had been jestly Omar
cerated, these words: '' When once yet
-are dead, there is an end of everything.
Therefore, ye aroundrels, grab vrhateven
you can-only don't let yonntelves be
grabbed. Amen." There are in this
country hundreds of thinmands of these
lazy seoareirele Honest inen deploy*
It when they cannot get work, hut thew
of whom I speak will not do work when
they can get it. I tried to employ one
who sulked nos for money. I said,
"Diewn in my teller I have some wood
BAICLI z lL.yofl.jQrj," For
Mr( _ .
iliit re iThIle- ilieir-dih'enigoing, ind
then I heard it DO more; I went down
stairs and found the wood, but the
workman had disappeared, taking for
company both buck and saw.
Socialism, connimuism and nihilism
' mean, "Too wicked to acknowledge God
I and too lazy to earn a :living." and
i among the mightiest tibeteeles to be over-
come are those • organized • elements of
domestic, social and political ruin.
Myriads of Hattletwents.
There also are the fastnesses of iufi-
delay and atheism and freed and politi-
cal corruption and mulliferm, hydra
headed, million tinned abotninatieue all
over the land. While the mightiest
agencies fur rightism:dies. on earth are
good and healthful newspapersinal good
and healthful books awl Our chief de-
pendence fur intelligence and Christian
achievement is upon there. what wied
among the more than 10eld)00 words in
our vocabulary can desteibsi the work of
that archangel of mischief, a corrupt
literature? What man, attempting any-
thing for God and Iiii nein it y, has escaped
a stroke of its filthy wing? What good
cause has escaped its biudettneut? What
other obstacle in all the iend so appal-
ling? But I cannot name neore than one-
half the battlements, the bastions, the
intrenchmeuts, the redoubta, the fortifi-
cations to be stormed and utereenne if this
country is ever taken for Gad. The sta-
tistim; are PO awful dee it We had node
nig but the multiplication liable and the
arithmetic the attempt to evangelize
America would he an abeuirdity higher
than the tower of Babel before it drop-
ped on the plain of Shiver. Where are
the drilled troops to march egaiust those
fortifications as long as the continent?
Where are the batteries OW can be nu-
limbered against these Walls? Where
are the guns of large en -ugh caliber to
storm these gates? Well, let us look
around and see, the first of all, who is
our leader and will be our leader until
the work is done. Garibaldi, with 1,000
Italians, could do more than another
commander with 10,000 Italians. (Am-
oral Sherman, on one side.' and Stone-
wall Jackson, on the other, each with
10,000 troope, could do more than some
other generals with 20,000 troops. The
rough boat in which Washington crossed
the icy Delaware with a few half frozen
troops was mightier than the ship of
war that during the American Revolu-
tion came through the Narrows, a gnu
at each porthole, and sank in Hell Gate.
Our leader, like most great Isaders,
was born in an obscure place-, and it
was an humble home, about live miles
from Jerusalem. These who were out of
doors that night said that there was
stellar commotion, and music float came
out of the clouds, as though the front
door of heaven had been set open, and
that the camels heard his first infantile
cry. Then he came to the fairest boy-
hood that mother was ever proud of.
and from -1 2 Id SO- yiiiiia -ot .ag'Z Was th:
In India, if traditions there are accu-
rate, and then returned to his native
land, and for three years had his path-
way surrounded by blind eyes that he
illununed, and epileptic patients to
Whom he gave rubicund 'health, and
tongues; that he loosed (row eiieuce into
long, and those whose fneertils he stump.
pod that he might give back to bereaved
Mothers their only beset, alid those
Whose; fevered pulses he had restored
Into rhythmic throb, awl whose paralyt•
to limbs he had warmed Ono healthful
tirculatiuu-pastor at Capernatue, but
naming evangelist everywhete, hushing
treeing tempests and turning rolling seas
Into solid sapphire, and foe the rescue
of a race submitted to courtroom filled
With howling miscreants, and to a mar
tyrdoin at the sight of whieth the sun
fainted and fell back in the heat-ens,
esed then_ teeadine the clopds li -edieward,
like snowy moutitaiu peaks, lill heaven
look him back again, more Ia favorite
(ban he had ever been; but, coming
again, be is in earth now, Mei th
thous are gathering to his etanidard. Fol-
lowing him were the Scotch mtvenanterm
the Thetum legion, the •ictinis of the
London Haymarket, the Flethaiontese
eufferers, the Pilgrim fathera, the Hu-
guenots, and uncounted muititudes if
the past, jollied by eLeut 400,1.tome0e of
the present, anti with the certainty that
ell nations shall huzza at his chariot
Wheel he goes forth, the eruseiti under
his feet and the stars of heaven for his
tiara-the niighty leader, he iof Drum-
olog and Bothwell Bridge and Bannock-
burn and the one who wlielined Spanish
armada, "Coming up from &him, with
dyed garments from Hurrah, traveling In
the greatness of his strength, mighty t4,1
SISVP," and behind whom We fail into
line today and mirch in the campaign
that is to take America for Odd. /Susan-
na! Beeline! Wave all : the palm
hiraneles! At his feet put down your ta-
rter and your gold, as in heaven you
vrill meet before him your coremote
The Leader Assume Victory.
With such a leadtr, do you ii' it think
we can do it? Say, do you think we can?
Why, many ramparts have already been
taken. Where is American slavery?
Gone, and the south, as heartily as the
north, prays, "Peace to Its ashes."
Where is bestial polygamy? Gone by the
fiat of the Coiled States government,
urged on by Christian estutnuent, and
Mormonism, having retreated in le30
from Fayette, N. Y., to Kirkland, O.,
and in 11s38 retreated to Missouri. and
in 1846 retreated to Salt Lake City, new
divorced from its snperfluity of wives,
will peon retreat into the Pacific, stud
no basin smaller than an ocean mould
Waal Out its pollutions. Illiteracy go-
ing down under the work of Slater and
Peabody fends and Sabbath schools of
all the churches; of all denominations!
Pugilism, now made unlawful ter con-
gressional enactment, the brevet custom
bemired out in the first round! Corrap-
tiou at the ballot box, by law of regis-
tramp and other safeguards, made ;li-
mited impossible! Churches; twice as
large as the old ones, the enlarged sup-
ply to meet the enlarged demand! Ni-
hilism, getting a stunning stroke by the
summary execution of ifs exponents after
they had murdered the polieemen in
Chicago, received its deathblow from
the recent treaty which sends back to
Russia the blatant critninale who had
been regurgitated on our American
sherd The very things that have been
quoted as perils to this nation ere going
ro help its salvation. Great cities, so
often mentioned an great obstacles-the
()peter of crime al311 the reservoirs of all
iniquities-are to lead in the work of
goepelization. Who give neat to home
missions, to asylums, to religions oda-
milieu. to all styles of huniauttarian
and Christian insitutiens? The cities.
Friern what plates did the naiad relit f
goat the time of Johnetown'flood, and
Mrcingrui tiros, and Charlestein earth-
qu e, and Ohio freshets? Prom the
eat M. From what place did Christ send
oat his 12 apostles to gospel'ze ill., world?
Frem a city. What place will do more
th n any other place, by its distribution
of 'bristian Well and wouieu aind !Leans,
in this work of taking America fur God?
in France. The way Berlin ps. 14, goes
x,
Ne York city. The way Pe is goes,
many. The ouy Ediuburdh goes,
Scotland. Tim way Lonellon goes,
England. The way New :York and
inple tither cities me goes; America.
Man the Eternal God wake us tip to the
stupendous issue!
Joy of Giving. •
snother thing quoted messineisticully
ii
is tie vast and overtopping felines ID
thi country, and they say means
eon . eitrating wealth and luxtirlonsnme
an display and mural ruin. :It is my
ri mutton that it is peple who have
but limited resources who Oar, the
mo4t splurge and 1 ask you. Who nit' en-
dosing colleges awl theohogieel semi_
oar ex? Did you ever hear of Peter Coop-
er and dames Lentil, and saitited Wil-
tie
tit
a et
limn E. Dodge, tied the Lewrencea,
Ames and Abbott, while I refrain] front
mentioning living henefactorn who,
got as generous and Christian, are in
thi assembly at this mcreent titlantiites
whet they can do in there days, and in
their last will anti testament in this
campaign that proposes; taking America
for God? The widow's; mite, hectored .of
the Lord, is to have its part in this con-
tinebtal capture, but we muse have
more than that, and more right away.
Manly of the men that expect to'get the
bleating for bestowing the widow 'smite
will not get the blessing. 111 the first
plats, they are not widow's, and in the
next place, they have no '•rnieht, "
The time is coming-.hasten it, Lord
-amid I think you and I will see it,
when, as Joseph, the wealthy Arima-
climate gave for the dead Christ a costly
mausoleum, the affluent lien and wom-
en of this country will rise th their
strength anti build for our Kam, one
IS111114, the throne of Itna AlneriCall COD-
Another thing quoted for discourage-
metre but which I quote for encourage-
pep, lefereiee jaumia,;ratiou. l`few that
. . •
frOnit'llsille v araen
the first poor ship the foreign vagabond-
ism. we are getting people, the vast
majority of whom come to make an
honest living, arming them some of the
bravest and the best. If you should turn
back from this laud to Europe the for-
eign minitaers of the gospel, and the
foreign attorneys, and the foreign mer-
chants, and the foreign philanthropists,
What a robbery of our pulpits, our court-
rooms, our storehouses and our benefi-
cent institutions, and what a putting
back of every monttary, merciful, moral
aud religions interest of the land! This
commingle* here of all nationalities
nuder the blessing of God will produce
in 75 or 100 years the most magndiceut
style of man and woman the world ever
saw. They will have the wit of one race,
the eloquence of another race, the kind-
ness of &mother, the generosity of anoth-
er, the assthetic taste of another, the high
newel chandler of another, and when
that man and woman step forth, their
brain and nerve and muscle an inter-
twining of the fibers of all nationalitiem
nothing but the neW electric photograph-
ic apparatus, that call see clear through
body, mind and soul, can take of them
an adequate picture. But the foreign
population of America is less than one-
eleventh of all our population, and why
all Oda fuss about foreign immigration?
Eighty-nine born Americans to 11 for-
eigueta! If si1 of us New derseymen or
of us New Yorkers or 89 of us
Ohioans or 89 of /is Georgians or 89 of
Ds Yankees are not equal to 11 foreign-
ers. dell we are a starveling, lilliputian
group of bailie:wen that ought to be
wiped out of existence.
Weapons of the Lord.
Ikt pow what are the weapons. ,by
which, under cur omnipotent leader,
the real obstacles in the way of our
country's evangelization, the 10,000
mile Sevastopols, are to be leveled? The
first columbiad, with range enough to
sweep from eternity to eternity, is the
Bible, millions of its copies going tint,
millions on millions-this, the monarch
of books, that has made all the differ-
ence between China and the United
:States. between Africa and America; a
hook declaring in every style of phrase-
ology that all nations are to be convert-
ed, and does not that include our na-
tion? If the Apocalyptic angel is to fly
across the continents, will he not fly
across this continent? The worst Mena
I could offer you would be to doubt your
veracity, cad shall we doubt God's
promise/ Then there are all the gospel
battered manned by 70,000 pastors and
home missionaries, over the head of
each one of whom is the shield of di
vine protection, and in the right baud
cf each the gleaming, two edged sword
of the Infinite Spirit! Hundreds of
thousands of private soldiers for Christ,
marching under time one starred, blood
striped flag of Emanuel! They are
marching on! Episcopacy, with the su-
blime roil of its liturgies; Methotlitni,
with its ban leery of ''The sword of the
Lord and Johu Wesley," the Baptist
church, with its glorious navy mailing
up our ;engem; and Saentmentue and
Mississippi, awl Presbyteriunieim, mov-
ing on with the battlecry of ''The
*word of the Lord and John Knox."
Arid then, after awhile will come the
greet tides of revival, sweeping over
the land, the 500,000 cetiverMems in
IS57 eclipeed by the ealvation of mil-
hoes In a day, and the tour American
armies of the Lord.' host marching
toward each other. the eastern army
marching west, the western army march-
ing east, the northern army marching
south, the southern army marching
north. Shoulder to shoulder! Tramp,
tramp, tramp! Until they inert mid-
continent, having taken America for
GM!
The thunder of the bombardment is
already in the air. and when the last
bridge of opposition is taken, and the
last portcullis of Satan is lifted, and the
last gun spiked, and the last tower dis-
mantled, and the last charger of iniquity
shall have been hurled back upon its
haunches. what a time of rejoicing! We
will see it, net with these eyes, which
before that will be closed in bleased
sive), 'ant with strung and better vision,
when the Lord once in awhile Rivets us
a vacation among the doxologies to come
down and Fee the dear old laud which
I pray may always be the lamb of the
text, mild and peaceful, inoffensive, but,
in case foreign nations assail it, having
two horns of army mid navy strong
enough. to hook them back anti hi ok
them down and a voice louder than
dragon, yea, louder than ton thousand
thunders, saying to the billows of Asi-
atic superstition and Futopeati arro-
gance, "Thus far shalt thou go, and no
farther, mid here shall thy proud waves
be staid!"
Holdiags la Africa.
Within the scope of a magazine arti-
cle it is impossible to describe the steps
which France, Germany and Italy sev-
erally took. A eufficleut idea, however,
may be gained by the casual reader if
what has been done when I say that
within the last ten years France has ac
quires' of equatorial Africa about 300,-
000 square miles, in which there are
now 300 Europeans; Germany, 400,000
square miles; Italy, 547,000 square
miles; and Portugal has now a defined
territory extending over 710,000 square
miles. France, moreover, has been ac-
tive fartber north, in the Sahara and in
west Africa, and clai.ns rights over
1,600,000 square miles, while Oermany,
in southwest Africa and the Cameroons,
asserts her rule over 540,000 square
zoi les. -Henry M. Stanley in Century.
Asbestos la Hoota.
The invention consists of a prepara-
tion of asbestos wool compressed into
thin sheets by hydraulic pressure. These
sheets ale then waterproofed on one side
by a special solution, and portions in-
serted into the boots as middle soles.
Anbestus being a nonconductor ef heat,
its interpolation into the fabric of our
boots and SLOPS 111 conjanction with a
waterproof material has the effect of
counteracting the influences of beat, cold
and moisture. Assimetna lined boots can-
not creak in wear, and are, besides,
many times more flexible than boots
made in the ordinary Timmer. Lastly,
ashestus being a uonceuducror of elec-
tricity, persons wearing boots thus made
may walk over live electric wires in
rsorfort iuifetv.-Pnblie Quinton.
One (ountry druggist claims to has*
sold 700 quinine capsules this winter.
A Negro Hurried.
A colored child was fatally burned
Friday and died from the efforts Satur-
day afternoon. The weident happened
in one. of the cabins en the Sharp place..
The child's dress caught fire from an
open grate. Prompt asshstance from a
peysiclan was given the wifferer, but
life was too far gone to be ristaned ly
human mil.
Proebet the great promoter of the kia-
dergarten system of teaching children said:
"Let parents not live Ar their children, but
with them " The mother who understands
this sentiment lives with, even her unborn
child. She studies to be wise about herself
and the little life she is fostering. She does
all she can to give her child a fair start in
life, by giving it a Strong well developedbody. All through babyhood, childhood
and youth she lives with her son or her
daughter Especially her daughter she will
keep near her. She will allow no false
modesty to stand in the way of that daugh-
ter's knowledge of herself, of her possibili-
ties, of her perils. She will teach her that
happy, healthful motherhood is an honor,
a blessing. That sickness is a mistake, •
breaking of nature's law. But there are
times of unavoidable overdoing when the
system becomes run down
For over thirty years Dr Pierce has used
his " I'avorite Prescription " as a strength
encl.. a purifier, a regulator. It works
directly upon the delicate, distinctly femi-
nine organs, in a natural, soothing way. It
searches out the weak spots; and builds
them up. It is beneficial in any state of the
system. A woman who would understand
herself will find an able assistant by send-
ing 21 cents to the World's Dispensary
Medical Association, Buffalo. N. Y., for Dr.
Pierces Common Sense Medical Adviser.
It is a book that has reached its Moth thou-
sand. It contains in its lour; pages an im-
mense store of inforniation in plain words
that any person will readily understand.
Ms 0. C. Spats, of Sand Real, 0,aero
New Volk. testifies in this wise . Our nitChild -was horn before my wife was sixteen yes i's
oil, Afterward her health was very poor. h/wtrie-I Dr. Pierce's Pseorite Prescript! in Shegained flesh and Strength by timing two bottles.
!hiring the I,st few weeks of ben second preg-
nancy she again used the " Ps ,:scriptiou " Her
confinement was a rapid and easy mu, and absgot upst ug and well." 
. .
...been veal
wArleinCti• o
HEART DISEASE!
Flutterine, No Appetite, Could Not
Sleep, Win.: on Storni:cu.
'•.•`or a long time I had a t
pal at my h. art, which dir iii-
mu' t, eieessan,iy. I had ro • • p,I Ito
and cm 'ii not, bleep. I weetal • mond
pe:'ed to sit tip in bed and b It gas
fried my serost•h• until I ' tight
Ceis cv,.ry minuto wou'al
Tlis`re wad a feeding of . -salon
aboat my heart, and I was oid to
drew a full breath. I could la -weep
a rani) without resting. hus-
nand induced me to try
Dr. Miles' Heart ..mre
and ate happy to say it has cured
net. I now have it spienclid aepetite
and sleep .velL Its infect was truly
man chins."
aira 11 attRY E. STAIIR, Pott ...elm, Pa.
Dr. Mitre Bears Cure ts s ed on r primitive
guarantee that the tin -it bottle '
All druggists sell it at $1, II bottles ('ii' 16, or
it will be sent, 1):VIDan1. On receipt of pries
Og the Dr. Mlles Medical Cu, 1.1kaito t, lad.
- -
Proffssional Cards.
E. C. ANDERSON
Physick & Swoop
aJ
Office over Planters Bank. Office
hours from 9 toll a_ tn., 2 to 4 p. m.
JOHN FELAND—,
A ttorneu - at - Lcie
0111ce011oppereStectelover Plata, s Bank
Ilopkinsville. K-.
111t, HOWE WALL lCE,
Physician andSurgeon
OFFICE: Up stairsdopp. telephone
office, corner Ninth and 'ale.
RESIDENCE: Cor. Main t See
tssenth.
.=••••••••••
M. S. Merlweather,
1:1701WwXyllEi411".
-Have over Beesett'a in Mummer Ulna
MUCH McKEE
&y.teirnert? • W.
Specie' attention given tit the collection
of claims. Office over Flouter', think.
Jas. I. Belote,
Plain Bud Ortnnental Ffesterer
HOPKINISV11.1.1.:, KY.
(Formerly with Forbes A 11-
WI'l make t Pinnate.; out kinds
of plastering snd ceni.. work
All work gaurat'd
and prices reasiouable doper
work a specially and w .ecelve
prompt &tient:on.
Ad trews Lock Box &P.
IllirWrIEr Nr• -ur -Ay- Nr 'BP 11
R. C. NARDWICK,i
-Drugs 44
The only complete stock in the city. 4
—PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.— 4
—JEWELRY 4AND REPAIR WORK
at priests that can't be had eleewher
OPTICAL GOODS. . .
Will sell $1.00 Spectacles for 50c,
Musical Instruments and
111 Sheet Music.
SUNDR1FS
-A 9 4
—PAINTS, OILS, &C.— 4
4116 .1116 411S AKA! silk At ALA
prrrrrrmrrrrrrrr
Cushman's Menthol Balm
9
Is Mr aalast, surest naat reliable
remedy fur
le COTS SALT JUNIUS CHAPPED HANDS
is BURNS ULCERS FROSTED FEET
es BRUISES ITCH RINGWORM
04, SCALDS ERYSIPELAS AND OLD SOILS.
li 
Recommended 'ac PILES.
Quick to P.1mm mist Reduce Inflammationtiosesnuseat. rlw• IsaY when „iota need
an ollitineo,the Miff a-ge Cushman's lig•otaciIBalm Ion Dot slet opt anything PP' • WI ti,-, .1 Juni
a. stssI Ti,., Salto Is the largnit if
alksi the twat ton the market.
ron ishmit set II uf roue druprhst ww1 pAr
for nth la ,y I Muth L5 sii bead.ung anispasia
CUSHMAN DRUG CO.
11/M tit 1 La. 151 lai•ra•re at, I
..1•./4-71,-/‘74./.114..163.114.14•11.
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for the
Old Mutual Ber efit Life
Of Newark, New J eNey.
—See Their New Cmi, ra ;•
Everything in the Contract.
Loans and real estate are
specialties with us.
Office on West side North Main, near
Conn Howse, Hopkinsville, Ky.
CALLIS & WALLACE.
')ELTZER
,11:440spHAT•
gortinscre Doog,
---custs,---
.HEADACHE I
Ninon.
.."Ma rig MO I
Tin ivernc
Gadget.,
Ii
GERARD'S
SELTZER
PHOSPHATE.
A COOD THING!
PUSH IT ALONG!
run* that a reivit.' g at !lead
•nd 4loniNt le with one re-
fosions
EFFERVESCES tat 800A WATER.
If YOU •r• Weak an4 Samna.. It
Win ttire yew If no, hoof. been
(iii A1.1. NliiIIT ii will air11111/1
-
•ii ,1111.1. TbaCI doses • 
dime.At low:snit(
CUSHMAN DRUG CO.
0014 1.6•• rn sa, lia•co.111
TABLEWSW6
BUCK EYE k,
OINTMET
CURES NOTHiNG
A SUPE and CERTA!
known for 13 year:
BEST REMEDY for
•••••••••••••••••Ms.a• ow •
POLD ft A LI. LH ii". •
aect Sone:mat Xef;
SYPI-11LYS
AYE YOU 5,(17,..1%;,k(e.r—P"sim....A.,..leers to Mosta, noefsiones west  Coo
MDY eer latsseet Teas
Meagre, III. for proofs ot antle. C
1, EA400.4114;41, orst sawn 11111•1 is
SS An ye. 1 0111-page book IR et. •
•
HOUR TO HOUR.
Tne Exscutive Cotnmittoe of the Lt•
cal Endeavor linimt have arrunged for
a house-to-house visitation t his week in
the interest of "Christ and the Chun -h.
The work will be undertaken by the
societies compelling the Union and will
in 110 liellge be a denominational effort.
The city has been districted and six
reprewentatives from each society have
been asked for to makt• the canvass. It
is the purpose of the committee to visit
every home (whiter within the corpor-
ate tunics; of this city in the inti•rtst of
the Sundey school and regular chureh
ei•rviees. It is to be hoped that this
work will have the help, prayers and
sympathy of every Christian in the city
ond all others who are willing to en-
courage R weld ealine. The Objtiehoi uit
this etfOrt briefly told an.:
1. The diseharge of all imperative
obligation resting upon every Chrietian
to extend the gimletl invitation to all
vt ho can be reached.
2. To seek to reach and resene thew
wilt) st ould not I otherwise meeive u di-
rect and penitent' invitation to Christ
and Sunday school.
3. The grow th, spiritual and nunier-
ieal, of the church and Suuday e ii, id.
4. The increasing of love and fellow -
'ship le-tween Christians of the various
denominatioim.
5. The cultivation of the missionary
spirit in the lives of those who engage
in the work.
6. The compilation of statistical in-
formation, which will be of great vailue
in future Christian work.
The desire is to find out who do not
attend church mid Sunday-school; to
give all such a personal invitittion to at-
tend some chureh on Sunday (their own
choice): and to follow up this work un-
til all are 'nought under the eitinellee
ofthe ehurch.
The information gathered will hs•
classified and given to the proper repre-
sentative of the church for which pref-
erence is expressed.
"Go out into the highways and II dine
and compel them to come in, that may
house may be filled."-Luke, 14 :23.
I was glad when they maid unto mu-
Le us go into the house of the Lord.-
Ps 122:1.
Irrhis teetinionial is unsolicited and
for the benefit of humanity. My (tang' -
ter has been sulaect to severe t OldS iuiut
croup and often taken with violent
(soughing spells at night. Dr. Bell's
Pine Tar Honey is the only preparation
I have found that will relieve her. I
think it is as woe:awry in the household
as a life preserver on u_steranlosit.
Reaps* gully
B. L. Jesse'.
.Tan. ls, Is95. 202 W. Bridge St.
Louisville, Ky.
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LIKE THIS MARKET.
The edam o marlo t at Hopkins% jIlt-
Ii shown all improvement iii the I tot
te o weeks. Good toloateo mach
/ought tate, and the timouton gradtat an.
stiffer in aympathy, flood to tine to.
bacco brings from $9 to $11.75 and com•
mon to good from $3.40 to $ht. Lugs find
sale at #2 te $4. The receipts are in-
ereasing in volume, mid the sales are
growing to correm tumid. In the rel oft
of the Hopkineville market last week an
error in pnotif-readitig madt• it appear
that the more minium!) grades of taste-
rs) were not wanted there. What was
intended to be said Wan that Lollies-ilk
had turned its uttentitm so much to
burley that the poorer tobacco raised 1 y
our farmers was not wanted there lit
any price. arid that the better grades did
not do so well there as in an exclusively
dark market, like Hopkinsville. Most
of our farmers who shipped to the lateT
market last year were pleased with the
result and will try it again. Every
hogshead shipped from this county, ho
difference what the quality, will brine
a mice, and in nearly every ewe. its full
valuo-(Prineettin Banni•r.
gillr'W ANTED-Ali agent in evry
set.tion to canvas; $4 00 to 5 lull a day
sells at sight; also a mail to sell Stare(
Goods to dealers, best side line $75.00 II
month. Salary or large etenniisstios
made; experience ntinecowsory. Clifton
Soap and manufacturing CAC, Cinciii-
dati, 0. Septets le.
.1n3liser Bright J wel Cali'
The family and friembs of Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Layne, of Fairs iew. arts ii;
des•p sorrow !
Miss Mollie. whose bright face, josnal
neture, moral_ worth and great earmei-
noes to the cause of right ill all the worm.
was on last Seinday evening
called by the great friend of man to
leave this low ground of sorrow and lite
with angels in heaven. Thus anothei
bright jewel has been added to the "in
numerable hiet" that are gathered about
the "Father's House."
It would be folly for the writer of th'o.
tribute to try to find words that woul.:
fitly express tbe eetecni in which tle
deceased woe aide 1 y him and his littl.
family. The isupaiw ity of uour Consii.
Mollie, as we oalle.I her, and the num
Le: of her adanirers were co-extensive
with her acquaintance. No sucrifiet
was ever too great to her that tended ti
the relief or betterment of her frientla
and those about her. Around the bit 11
of the sick and dying she Was as faith
ful, as attentive, as self-eitenticing IRS
tie mother, who stun& over the vouch"
of her only previous dying child, wiping
the death dainp from its cheek.
That dreaded of all diseases. consump-
tion, planted its fangs in her system
years ago, and in spite of skill and effort
in every coneeivable way, they werti
Meese.' and desax•r until the lamp of life
wt•ut out and the spirit of this favorite
daughter, sister and friend took its
flight, leaving one bright flower less in
the earthly garden, but adding one
inure to the great dueler that adors !hi
'Heavenly Garden." As feeble follow-
er% of the teachings of our Blesmed Sav-
ior and relying fully upon His promises
we can only say, -Thy still, lad 1111lio
lie done," and strive to live a life her
that will fit um to renew our assoviat ion
with our favorite who w ill anxiimaly
wateh and wait our renting to that land
where sickness and death are not known,
where mu tears of sorrow are shed and
vtliere there in no separation of loved
ems.
Our heart Rote out in tender sympa-
thy and warm affect'  to thi• bereaved
family, for we know the light of their
houwehold is gsme out to retnn• no more
in this life, but is now sliming with
bright effulgt•nce in tht• heavenly land,
the raya of which will pierce their wit)
back through the unknown spate, Rs it
were, to light of the path that leads to
nutieling net and jovons bliss. c.
Paducah may well fta-1 pmu 1 of wine
of ler enterprises. Miside D. Wilson &
Son, of Kimble, Ky., wr.te to the E. E
Sutherland Medicine Cempany us fol-
lows: "We write this to certify th.
wonderful and grand good results from
your Dr. Mill's Pine Tar Honey, which
is at•Iling faster than any medicine vta•
ever seld. People who never trirled at
our se ire have heard ofit and comes
filen adjoining couldn't for it. One
case in lenticular is that Of MITI. Smith
Woeldridge, of this place, who INKS All
afflietest with her throat for over two
veers that she you'd Mot speak above a
whisper. After silt. used the first tee-
th. of Dr. Bell's Pint- Tar Honey she
timid talk as well as ever and the rem.
IS such a wonderful cum that her
neighbors cone: to se for themselves
and aro astonished to hear her talk.
Mr. A. K. Humble, elite of this place,
says your Dr. Bell's Tiny Tenn. Tablets
are doing him more good for dyspepein
than any medicine he ever used. These
are only a few ease and we know that
there cannot be too inueh said in praise
of your relebreted medicinee. We are
thankful that we had an opportunity to
by such valuable motets. 'l hey are prov-
iug a blessing to our touneuitity.
•••
for Qnfants and ChiLdren.
.-•••11•6=
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THIRTY peers' observation e- Cet--orist with the_petreangst etseilltons eepsirsou•„ permit los tn2p.4.0; pe ft wittiest cusosinr,,
it fa naileaettesaidt_t_lte beet remed7 ter Intents and Children
the wer:&. ha a poor knewn.....Tt Is hornalee.. Clardree like it. it
cl.....q v..= somata'. It will savor their lives. In It Mothers have
something Irides is obsoletely. sato sind_rvieedly perfeet as a
'Mid's emstiefas
Castorits &Myer Weems.
iresterla ellayslreverishaass.
Cesteria_provents vomitien Sour Card.
Gasteriaourea Diarrluoa and Wind Cake
Castania 'a'-.,.. Teething Troubles.
CS Atenia estre• caaistipaties and Flatulesey.
Castel-in neuerialises tbe effects of Parlionde rieltliLeui or pedeeswas air.
Ceaterie does net eonta....zi merpl•ine. Orittria, PP ert12•Iessisreette_pa..: E,
easterla iambi:Mate% Hie feed, revalstes this atemeaeb and Dowels,
giving healthy rad natural sleep,
cat_ ieria *put up fa ano-sies I-ettles only. It is not sold in hark.
Don't allow wryest to len you earthing else on the plea or promise
that it is "jest as good " &ad " will estorwer every purpose."
Noe *bat yen aNIG CI•41.-10.20•11.4.. N.
The taireirai7s
&nature of
IrraPIP•el
is en even,
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
sommkmraammosommrimmms:asill111111111NlirMMIIIIMIIM
They
Lighten
Labor
tied mad please the Housewife
because they are perfect
In every part. given et ih every imo.•
Used by Thousands, Should be by Yuu.
y Pup, W. Y Kei.:cctv
••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••  • 00000
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AVOID E3ulls Sods!
Bad soda spoils good flour.
• Pure soda—the best soda, comes
only in packages.
bearing this trade *nark 3,-
•
It costs no more than inferior package soda
• --never spoils the flour--always keeps soft,
tkware of imitation trade marks and labels,
arid insist on packages
bearing these worde-
1 ARM AND HAMMER SODA i
• Made only by CHURCH & CO, New York. Sold by 'locus everywhere.
•
• 
Writs les Arm sad Kammer Book et valuable Recipes FREE.
••••••••••••••••eoesee•e••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'the ltr.st
Tames I•ard. 1 ae In Uzi..
•-•,..1.1 by I ouczIsts.
CONSUMPTION
qviitsar Quick Bakers,
Superior Cookers,
Powerful Heaters.
Book-keeping
Shorthand
Telegraphy
Paul Bulow.
SSW 
Great variety of styles and slam
A Written Guarantee
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Nail
Cure for Consuniption in my
family, and 1 am continually advibing others
to get it. Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
1 ever used.-W. C. NilLTSNBSRGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894.-1 sell Pities Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any com-
plaints.-E. SolloliltY, Postmaster,
Shorey, Slums, Dec. List, 1894.
P IS o"S CURE fOR
ft
-I he Pant t
In tin._
t,s- 1
Sam'l Hodgson,
Importer and Manufacturer of
Marble -AND
 Monuments
TA8LE7S, ETC., ETC,
• Clf gi;?.3
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale,
Cooper & Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILLE KY
Geo.W.Y oung,
anitarye.ePlummer, 
Steam and Ws Filler
—Desahe'i_ iii ( one al-
House Furnishing » ;1
1111, ME SO
he prettiest line of Heaters and the best Ranges in the illy.'" It ell
Y yosi to see thetll hafOre buying. COMP roil }ou will t.si treated
',tepee, sly a Lou-then von want to he viol. tut. 1 want t.0 ...bew the iroone
BRYANT & STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
LatAblisbed it64. u o,,s -0,rated
unsurpas.sed advantages fur securing a
Practical Business Education. No other school.
North or South, possesses equal facilities for
locating yourie men in pewees in the South.
South-wee. and West.
Write for Catalogue--Free,- Address
BRYANT STRATTON COLLEGE
Louisville, Ky.
W. H. Graham H. M. Quirey.
Bulow, Graham &
\ Company.
Plumbers,
Steam and Gas
Fitters,
Ilopkinsville, Ky., next door to
New Era office:
prim-s to fiire going elst -
Where. We save .t money.
EA.
•
re,
setatas
SOLD EITRYWRCRE
THE N.K.FAIRBANKCOMPANX Srlogns,
T 011anbery. 
.if F Shyerr%
PEKES WAREHOUSE
HAbiBERY & 31IRYER, Proprietors.
Railroad Street, Bet. 10th 4- 11th-
- 1CoratuckTr.
T. C. HANBERY Salesman.
F GILL. E P TURNI.EY
GILL & TURNLEY,
Tobacco Warehousemen,
n•1 rr, .ifon Mers•han's:—
GRANGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarksville, - - - 
- Tennessee.
The est:weave Solicited on all who hare tobacco to WI. Mark your 
-is di ILLTuami.liT. or Grans house. h *deem • made on consigaments.
TOW P. MAJOR, JAn D FIEADLEY. ishate of elarksvilie, Tens Late of Givens. lielidley A Co
MAJOR
Tobin° Warchnse,
TOM P. MAJOR & CO., Props,
Noi51015‘17.1111101. 14 1Waal Main atreett LOUISVILLE, K ENTUCKY
Liberal wiranees. Four months free storage. Daily ezetiom
sales. Special attention to } torte sales.
Frank Dabne alce Xelaney.
Nelson & Dabney,
lotmo Commmil Mcfolinig
HOPKINSV1LLE WAREHOUSE.
COR. RAILROAD :-: AND -:• 11TH STREETS.
.7. CKen driek C. I) Runyon.
Central Warehouse
KENDRICK & RITNYON.
Tobacco Salesmen,
CLARKSVILLE - - TENNESSEE
I. P. 17E1t1N kW , k 1' RE( 1:i 
CENTRAL
TOBACCO WA REHOUSE
Edwards-Barnard Co, Proprietors,
(Iocorporsod
at too -u'; Iter.1.11:. I
NVisst 111 it rest, LOUISVILLE, KY
M rk Your Hogsheads ''Central House."
A ;Jelin*, sates (tally. Feempt Refurr.s tusde. Four inmithe Corsi
e_ stp.claisittentioo e•v41 the si'e Dirk
G Whe r JJ /if Faszo4.
WHEELER, MILLS & COMPANY,
Tobacco Warehousemen
Cornmssion Merchants
And Grain Dealers.
Fire-Proof Warehouse, Cor. 7th and R. R. Sts.,
HOPKINSVILLE, - KY.
"Liberal Advance on Consignment& All Tobacco Sen Us Covered
by Insuranne.
T 0.41Til ER. JAS. WEST.
GAITHER & WEST
Tflata ComilliHioll Mcfchols,
AT COST.
 11111=1111111=1111 
On account of having the interior of
our 1.tore remodeled, we will begin to-
day to sell at cost, continuing until
• January 1.
We have a larger assortment of _ail-
ors, walking hats, and other !Asp 8,
13( sides a good selection of tri mmee
hats
Children's Caps
in the prettiest and latest •Lyles at
prices to meet any and all '-mands.
Tan and black Trilby belt , hair or-
naments and side combs i otyles you
can no find elsewhere. Call and see
/hem axd 'member th(• all go at
cost.
Mrs.A.WS teeledeCo.
C. H. LANE,
Liverv, Feed & Sale
Stable!
Cor Seventh and Virginia Sts
Hop kinsville, Ky.
Rigs Furnished day or night
-
